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O

Spatial Data Science:
Closing the Human-spatial Computing-Environment Loop

ver the last decade, the term “spatial computing” has grown to have two different, though not
entirely unrelated, definitions. The first definition of spatial computing stems from industry,
where it refers primarily to new kinds of augmented, virtual, mixed-reality, and natural user interface
technologies. A second definition coming out of academia takes a broader perspective that includes
active research in geographic information science as well as the aforementioned novel UI
technologies (Shekar et al. 2016). Both senses reflect an ongoing shift toward increased interaction
with computing interfaces and sensors embedded in the environment and how the use of these
technologies influence how we behave and make sense of and even change the world we live in.
Regardless of the definition, research in spatial computing is humming along nicely without the need
to identify new research agendas or new labels for communities of researchers. However, as a field of
research, it could be helpful to view spatial data science as the glue that coheres spatial computing
with problem-solving and learning in the real world into a more holistic discipline. Thus, spatial data
science is expressly concerned with problems that involve not only computational modeling and
representation of the environment (e.g., using GIS technologies) but also people—what their
concerns are about the environment and how they behave in space and alter those spaces, as well as
how the use of spatial computing technologies (broadly conceived) influences each of these. Starting
from this premise, I propose that a systems theory approach to analyzing the complex feedback
relationships between people, the environment, and spatial computing information technologies can
help to clarify the research challenges that spatial data science is uniquely qualified to address and
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provide a theoretical basis for understanding what constitutes spatial data science as a field of
research.
The science of systems has been successfully applied to understand processes studied in diverse
disciplines from the social sciences and cybernetics to ecology and environmental science (Banathy
2013, Alberti et al. 2011). In systems thinking some of the fundamental concerns include feedback
loops and non-linear dynamics, the controllability and observability of systems, and notions such as
equifinality, which states that there are many different routes that lead to the same system state. We
do not yet have a good understanding of systems that involve spatial data.
Figure 1, left shows the duality of space-time and information in a spatial computer as defined in Beal
et al. (2013). This is an example of a coupled information-environment system, where the use of a
spatial computer can perform four operations that affect the internal state of the information system
and the physical space-time that the spatial computer spans: measuring space-time, manipulating
space-time, computing patterns, and physical evolution. Although originally conceived as a model to
represent changes in the space-time characteristics of a spatial computer per se, a similar approach
could be used to model the wider physical environment and the physical evolution of that
environmental system in response to the manipulations of a spatial computer (e.g., a UAV that trims
trees). Human ecology (a.k.a. coupled human environment systems) is another example of systems
theory applied to the complex relationships between humans and the natural world that looks at
reciprocal interactions between humans and the environment. Figure 1, right shows a basic schematic
of this kind of system (Alberti et al. 2011).

Figure 1. System model of a spatial computer from Beal et al. 2013, left. Coupled humanenvironment system, right.

Human-spatial computing-environment systems
The shift to real-time generation of massive amounts of data coupled with embedded and ubiquitous
spatial computing means that direct and complex feedback loops now exist between dynamic human,
environment, and spatial computing systems. An example of a feedback effect in a human-spatial
computing-environment system is the Instagram effect in tourism where a point-ofinterest becomes
popular through use of social media, which then changes future tourist behavior and possibly the
sustainability of an entire tourism system that depends on complex relationships between
environmental and social components. Another example is the use of spatial computing for learning
about the physical world and the impacts of such learning on human behavior and the environment.
Speculative technologies such as the AR cloud, which would create a dynamic sub-centimeter map of
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the world using computer vision, would represent a human-spatial computing-environment system of
unparalleled complexity.

Implications for spatial data science
While not every spatial data science research project need incorporate full human-spatial
computingenvironment systems thinking, it can help drive how we organize some of our research
priorities. Similar to arguments made early on in the development of GIScience regarding spatial data
handling, it is certainly not enough for spatial data science to resolve to a collection of methods and
tools for working with spatial data. A human-spatial computing-environment systems approach can
encourage the field to engage and draw from the problems and concerns of researchers outside of
the existing GIScience community. Connections between humans and the environment are as
important as any other relationship in the system. Thus, we need strong connections to HCI research
and deep understanding of the problems that “domain” researchers are engaged with at the humanenvironment interface. On a meta-level, a challenge is to understand the observability of such a
system—a topic that has been alluded to in recent discussions around geographic information
observatories (Adams & Gahegan 2016).
In this workshop I am keen to explore some of the key relationships (coupled, ternary, etc.) in humanspatial computing-environment systems and the implications of those relationships, such as
feedbacks and emergent properties that might arise. What are the key components of such a system?
Does a systems approach like this incentivize the prioritization of dynamic process-based modeling in
spatial data science (and thus help us avoid overly simplistic static spatial models)? How does a
system thinking approach help us to identify new research problems in spatial data science?
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Spatial Data Science in the Context of Deep Learning and AI

O

ver the past seven years there has been a revolution in AI especially Deep Learning. This is a
result of a convergence of access to vast amounts of data for training, advancements in Neural
Network architecture, faster computing and new approaches to learning systems.
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), first conceived in 1989, famously came to the fore with the
creation of AlexNet, which won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
contest in 2012 (Krizhevsky et. Al., 2012). Refinements have followed but the general principals of
AlexNet holds. The intriguing aspect of CNNs are that they address one of the early problems in
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computer vision posed by David Marr in 1982, how to combine the multiple frequencies of an image
that relate to objects and their components at different scales (Marr, 1982). The CNN solves this
problem through the cascading of multiple CNN layers with pooling between each operation. The
number of CNN layers selected should relate to the range of spatial frequencies occurring in the
subject image. A fully connected layer then “assembles” these components into templates of the
object being trained on.
In 2014 Ian Goodfellow and collogues wrote the founding paper on Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) in what Yan LeCun called “the most interesting idea in the last 10
years in Machine Learning”. One could argue that this was the first true push into the realm of
Artificial Intelligence, though, in many ways the term is more aspirational than tangible. This system in
short, poses two competing networks, with one getting better at generating an “artificial” instance of
an entity and the other getting better at detecting if that instances is a “fake” generated by the other
network. Both receiving feedback from the other.
Another major development is the use of neural networks in Reinforcement Learning (RLNN) (Sutton
and Barlo, 2018). These systems use agents that perceive and act in a given environment. The agents
have a state, they take actions and seek rewards. A value function is assigned to a state that reflects
benefits that are both immediate and occur in the future. They can learn through interaction with the
environment and optimization through rewards.
A forth type is the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The RNN handles sequences and can retain
contextual information but unlike the Hidden Markov Model, it doesn’t assume a Markov condition
where the current state is solely dependent upon the previous state. The RNN’s predominant use has
been Natural Language Processing, however, recently it has been applied to spatial temporal
trajectories (Kulkarni and Garbinato 2017).
The question posed here is how does Spatial Data Science (SDS) relate to Deep Learning and AI and
what is its potential contribution to this domain?
The Convolutional Neural Network’s (CNN) use for image classification initially focus on sets of
constrained images (e.g., cats and dogs) and has expanded to more general scenes and satellite
images (Kussul, et al., 2017). Contextual information supplied through social media has been
combined with standard statistical classifications (Cervone et. al., 2015) and could be an interesting
source of context for increasing CNN classification accuracy. The contribution of SDS seems possible
but limited.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have some interesting corollaries with species competition,
but this will need more teasing-out to relate them to evolutionary phenomena like niche
differentiation.
One of the more salient possible contribution of Spatial Data Science to AI and Deep Learning is the
relationship between traditional Agent Based Models (ABM), used widely in SDS, and Reinforcement
Learning Neural Network (RLNN). Agent Based Models have been used in a wide range of applications
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to model everything from wildlife (Ahearn et al., 2001) to urban systems (Batty, 2005). Agents were
programmed through, in pre-GPS times, field information about states, related behavior, events and
patterns of movement. With the acquisition of GPS data these models are increasingly calibrated
through reliance on the relationships between movement, environment, interaction and behavior as
determined through GPS trajectories (Ahearn et al., 2016). The focus on strong conceptual models
developed by geospatial scientists has been a differentiator in this arena (e.g,. Crooks, et al., 2014).
How to combine the principles of ABM, with RNN’s learning through sensory exploration of the
environment is a research endeavor with great potential.
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) shows great promise for both its modeling and generative
potential of spatial-temporal trajectories (e.g. GPS trajectories). These trajectories have been studied
for their form and function (Dodge et al., 2008) and multiscale properties (Ahearn & Dodge, 2018). The
unique ability of RNN to model sequence data and incorporate context with Long Short-term Memory
RNNs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) could have significant advantages over current approaches.
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On Setting the Spatial Data Science Agenda
DEFINE SPATIAL DATA SCIENCE—We should define what we mean by spatial data science. Data
science has emerged as a degree program and field of study—not to mention as the precursor to
wide calls for “data scientists” in the professional hiring world. But is there really a science to it, with
a straightforward method, and aim to simply test the properties of something? Or is it more
engineering—getting things to work? If science lends itself to examining and generating laws, and
engineering to building and performing a task, what is the role of data science in the modern
technical world? What will the purview be, how is it different than geographic information science?
What is the next big term to emerge?
HUMAN BEHAVIOR—Because much of our data is generated by individuals, we should continue to
connect with studies of “human behaviour,” and improve this connection by identifying research that
can enrich our research questions and data analyses. With the integration of new datasets from
mobile units, social media, human consumption records, telecommunications, migration and other
kinds of flows, new challenges arise. Relatively straightforward challenges (At what scale should I
perform my analysis?) give way to more nuanced questions that require input from other fields of
research: Why are people performing this action? What are the implications? How is it helping them
reach a certain goal? What does it mean to do this? How can the space/place be configured to best
suit the needs of the people? Human behavior differs from demographics in so many ways, and to do
richer, more meaningful analysis, we must (continue to) meaningfully engage with communities in
psychology, communications, sociology, etc. to explain why we are seeing certain results.
DATA PRODUCTS—Currently, spatial data is hosted on the web and in proprietary locations, and data
fusion continues to be a research challenge. Pre-packaged data that combines multiple sources could
help user communities apply spatial data into their decision-making and analyses. For example,
census data on mobility and travel patterns can be augmented with newer data types from social
media and GPS traces but it is hard to know which to use, and if a user doesn’t have the skills to clean
and manage the larger datasets, they may miss out on the richness of new data sources. A successful
example of a data product is the Social Vulnerability Index, created by Susan Cutter and team in the
early 2000s. This index is available at the census division level and incorporates many different input
factors (elderly population, children, minority population, low-income population, etc.) and has been
adopted by large agencies such as FEMA as a go-to data set for determining how natural disasters
may impact different communities in different ways. These types of indexes can be dangerous
because their input variables (and weights) can be subjective—including confounding variables and
neglecting important variables—to create a bias. However, when done carefully, these multi-source
datasets can save agencies time and effort, and as a result, the types of input variables that are
important to our expert community can be used as factors in decision-making. These may include
data on accessibility, human mobility, vulnerability, social capital, digital literacy, human agency,
loneliness, stress, mental illness, general deprivation, at-risk populations, etc.
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IMPACT—When a new method is published, there is often far too little proof that it could help solve
an actual problem or give new insights to users. Spatial data science and especially urban analytics
should make it a standard and a norm for authors to illustrate how their new method adds new
information. As of now, most research in spatial data science scantly reflects on the location. These
papers tend to want to contribute to advancing methods, but they sidestep any meaningful
discussion about their case study. Many papers in spatial data science use a dataset to illustrate their
method. This spatial dataset (ex. e-scooters in New York, tweets in Rome, taxis in Jakarta) has a
location and a population—it does not exist in a vacuum. Our papers need to describe the case study
better, and make recommendations based on their results. We can encourage researchers to go
beyond a brief statement of “this method can be used for policy makers, urban planners and
geographers” at the end of a paper, but to step the reader through how this could be used. This
exercise may be uncomfortable for some spatial data analysts, as it may require external reading
and/or communications with practitioners, but it should be the responsibility of the analyst to draw a
connection between their work and how it could be used in the “real world.” Too many urban
planners, civil engineers, and policy makers are not using any advanced spatial data mining methods
or analysis to make decisions, in part because spatial data analysts simply have not made journal
articles and their content accessible to busy, everyday workers. Could we get academia to reward
these kinds of efforts? Could we ensure that “applied” work is not seen as a “lesser” endeavor? Do
we need better role models to set a higher standard for working with others to implement our
techniques—or do we not have the power to do so?
CS TECHNIQUES—We should continue to connect with high-performance computing and cutting-edge
computer science techniques in the Natural Language Processing, Image Segmentation, Social
Computing, Augmented Reality, Human-Computer Interaction, Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning/Deep Learning research communities. Continue to integrate these cutting-edge techniques
into spatial research. Keep abreast of the latest technologies and methods for data analysis and apply
them to spatial problems. Teach students programming techniques as well as high-quality mapping
techniques.
NETWORK—We should identify graduate programs, journals and conferences that are core to the
beliefs and ethics of performing good spatial data science. Identify labs and research groups in both
academia, private sector, NGOs and government organizations that engage with the mission of spatial
data science and are willing to adhere to the core values of what spatial data scientists believe (on
ethics, privacy, etc.) and what their mission is.
DATA STANDARDS—We should create better ways to evaluate our data sets. How do we know if data
is reliable or not? One could argue that the government is now not the leading provider of spatial
data—changing the landscape of the responsibility of private sector data providers (Zillow, Visa,
Twitter, etc.) to data users. We should envision the role of government vs. industry in creating data
sets and argue for better data standards. We can also ask: How can we persuade private sector
companies to share their data with the public? Do data sources have an ethical responsibility to
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disclose crucial information about their data (collection hiccups, added noise or imputed
information)?
INCLUSION—The field of spatial data science is a privileged field that tends to engage students with
good opportunities for education. Spatial data science can work on committing to diversity by
including underrepresented voices and giving these communities a chance to be part of the data
collection, analysis and impact/reflection processes. In addition, spatial data science should continue
to commit to open source technologies and free, accessible data.
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Justine Blanford has accumulated considerable, and considerably varied
research experiences in her 15+ years as an active researcher and educator.
She uses GIS, big datasets and a variety of geospatial computational and
analysis methods to address applied research questions across a range of
topics as diverse as sinkholes and sky islands, tornadoes and turtles, and
malaria and migration, among others. At its core, however, her research
has focused on broad issues related to human health, particularly in relation to climate and climate
change, examining causes and consequences at local and all the way through to global spatial and
temporal scales.
As the quantity and availability of geospatially enabled data continues to increase dramatically, so do
the concomitant challenges and opportunities associated with the appropriate gathering, analyzing
and dissemination of the findings from these data. Spatial data science clearly plays a central role in
addressing many real-world problems and from an educational perspective, Blanford is interested in
expanding and strengthening Spatial Data Science education and also building scholarly communities
and networks to foster multi-disciplinary Spatial Data Science research and education. As an
academic who currently teaches in an online program geared towards working professionals, and who
has also worked outside of academia, she fully appreciates the many levels of education needed to
help students and professionals develop skill sets that enable them to excel within the realm of the
Spatial Data Sciences across a wide range of disciplines and industries.
Blanford is currently at the Pennsylvania State University where she is faculty in the Department of
Geography and on the board of directors at the UCGIS. She brings with her a varied background
having lived and worked in different parts of the world and in diverse cultures. She has a PhD in
Biology from Imperial College, UK. Prior to coming to Penn State she was a Senior GIS Developer and
Analyst with the Scottish Environment Protection Agency.

Spatial Data Science: Staying Relevant in the Digital Age

B

y its very nature spatial data science is interdisciplinary, central to everything we do and
everything with which we interact. The availability of new devices allows data to be collected
easily alongside point-of-care diagnostics at a precise location in time. Through these data collection
avenues we are able to provide richer and more diverse sources of information about us and the
environments in which we live than ever before. However, although we have moved into an exciting
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era of digital exploration there remains many challenges in using, analyzing, integrating and applying
these data.
Due to this abundance of data we have essentially seen a convergence of disciplines where all
disciplines are moving in the direction that computational geography did about 20 years ago
hoping new computational methods and big datasets will provide new and deeper insights into
particular topics of investigation. Spatial data is a central and important part of this. We should
then, be focusing on how to make spatial data science more visible and more accessible so that it
is considered an integral part of not only data science curricula and communities but is also a
part of all disciplines. We, as spatial data scientists, have much to offer that range from data
collection, management, integration, exploration and analysis to visualization.
If we are to define an agenda for spatial data science for the next 10 years we will need to
address one of our biggest challenges of how we can position ourselves to become a science that
is integrated across all disciplines since geospatial technologies are now widely used to help us
do our research, jobs, navigate and in general understand the world around us. From an
educational perspective we need to think of what skills are required for spatial data sciences so
that relevant curricula can be developed. Essentially what are the fundamental core skills that
are required and also what skillsets are missing beyond what is just spatial? If we are to provide
guidance outside of the spatial data sciences we will also need to identify what fundamental
skillsets and spatial concepts are needed for novel or adhoc users so that we can provide support
to users not familiar with the terminology and methods of the spatial data sciences. In doing so
we should also be able to address some of the challenges related to the development and use of
spatial data and methods such as privacy and ethics of using these data; the creation, collection
and availability of these data and methods as well as the reliability, accuracy, reproducibility and
certainty of outputs from using these data and methods.
If we are to think about spatial data science as a unified field we should think of what we want
this field to represent. To do so we first need to define what spatial data science is, what it will
represent and how it compliments or differs (if it does) from data science. We as GIScientists or
Spatial Data Scientists have much to offer with skills and knowledge ranging from managing data,
to analyzing/modeling data, and in what context, as well as creating a coherent story about what
the data is telling us. We need to lead the way so that we are interdisciplinary and central in this
move forward.
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Thomas Blaschke is a Full Professor for Geoinformatics and Co‐Director of the
Department of Geoinformatics – Z_GIS, University of Salzburg, Director of the
Doctoral College GIScience, and vice‐president of the Association for
Geoinformatics, GeoIT & Navigation.
He leads an active graduate and post‐doctoral research programme in multiscale
spatial analysis with an emphasis on the integration of GIS, Earth Observation and place‐based
research, putting humans in the centre of the research, including participatory pathways and
mixed‐methods research. Blaschke is the recipient of numerous scholarships, research grants and
awards of excellence. His research programme is substantially supported by the Austrian Science
Fund. Blaschke has been supervising 26 PhD students as main advisor at the University of Salzburg
and has been involved in various supervisory and examination roles worldwide. Currently, he is
serving on ten international journal editorial boards and supports various international organizations
and conferences. Prior positions comprise several lecturer, senior lecturer and professor positions in
Germany, Austria, and the UK as well as temporary scholarly affiliations in several countries. His
academic achievements include 400+ publications, including 17 books as author or editor, several
academic prices and awards including the Christian‐Doppler Prize 1995. His publications are highly
cited with an H‐index of 49 (Google Scholar). He is an elected corresponding member of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences. More recently, Blaschke’s research has tried to connect the technical details of
GIS and Earth Observation to larger issues of humans and place, yielding more translational and
outreach activities. For example, he initiated the foundation of a University spin‐off company and
serves as a mentor in the European Copernicus programme and as a member of the European Space
Agency (ESA) Earth Observation Advisory Committee.

Spatial Data Science:
Integration of GIScience, Geoinformatics, and Earth Observation
Is Spatial Still Special?

T

he discipline of Geography is literally founded on the belief that spatial is special. Likewise, the
field of Geographic Information Science—or GIScience in short—has been defined based on this
hypothesis. Goodchild coined the term GIScience in an article in 1992.” The field of GIScience has
developed since 1992 but with many limitations. It seems that mainly North American Geography
pushed this term and related epistemologies while other disciplines were reluctant to use a term that
is epistemologically and linguistically tied to Geography as a discipline. The 2019 Spatial Data Science
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Symposium appropriately suggests rethinking the “spatial is special” realm in light of the recent
developments in machine learning, AI, and computational linguistics. My contribution aims to position
the recent usage of the term GIScience and the community behind it in light of this development and
calls for integration with the remote sensing / Earth Observation world.

Geographic Information Science—GIScience
Blaschke and Merschdorf (2014) described the highly dynamic nature of GIScience, which is
continuously developing and evolving to encompass new subject fields and methods. They analysed
the contents of such a dynamic field based on scientific literature and assessed the multidisciplinary
and multiparadigmatic nature of GIScience. They found a surprisingly low number of publications that
explicitly mention GIScience or Geographic Information Science and terminological variations.
Likewise, Biljecki (2016) investigated a selection of GIScience related journals and pragmatically
counted all articles of specific journals. From a 2019 perspective, if searching for the use of
“Geographic Information Science” (including variations) or “GIScience” in titles, keywords, or
abstracts, Scopus yields 1522 hits (20 August 2019). These figures exemplarily reveal that the field is
relatively small compared to others (“remote sensing” yields 223,500 hits, “Geography” 155,740). In
addition, both mentioned articles found strong regional and cultural biases. I, therefore, hypothesise
that “Geographic Information Science” and its short form GIScience do not comprehensively
represent the field of research that they imply.

Earth Observation vs Remote Sensing
The 2019 Spatial Data Science Symposium announcement addresses new challenges that relate to the
diversity of the utilised data and the underlying conceptual models from various domains, the
opportunistic reuse of existing data, developments in machine learning, big data storage and retrieval,
etc. Essentially, the same diversification is occurring in the field of remote sensing (RS) or Earth
Observation (EO), which has widened its original fixation on pixels – whereby the term remote sensing
does not comprise information from ground measurement. The term Earth Observation is more
comprehensive. It is strongly promoted by the European Commission and the European Space Agency
to the extent that one can see the power of EO and the European Copernicus programme advertised
on large screens in airport arrival halls in Brussels, Amsterdam, or Rome. Spatial data science needs to
incorporate EO methodologies and methods.

Spatial Data Science: Beyond Geography
The 2019 Spatial Data Science Symposium calls for setting the spatial data science agenda. This short
statement highlights the need for an integration of the historically separated worlds of
Geoinformatics / GIScience and of EO/RS. I argue that the size and complexity of the currently
debated ‘grand challenges’ call for a true synergy between the Geoinformatics or GIScience world on
the one hand and the world of EO/RS on the other. It is necessary to combine the forces of these
related disciplines to fully utilize the power of computational techniques and the human capabilities
of monitoring and analysing spatial phenomena. The term spatial data science may then be
appropriate to represent the spatial view more comprehensively while incorporating the
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achievements of geographic information science, EO/RS, geovisualization, spatial statistics, data
mining and machine learning, decision science, cognitive science, and other disciplines. The term
spatial data science may also attract the attention of scientists with domain expertise and interest in
the grand challenges that are different from the core disciplines of Geoinformatics, GIScience and
EO/RS while facilitating multi‐ and interdisciplinary efforts. Still, I doubt if the definition used for the
2019 symposium “Spatial data science is concerned with the representation, modelling, and
simulation of spatial processes” is so broad that essentially any environmental process and most
social interactions are concerned. While the term “geographic” limits the field at least to a range of
scales clearly larger than molecules or cells, the term spatial is, in principle, applicable to any scale.
Consequently, if we are not able to define the field unambiguously (although I argue for not
demarcating boundaries), how can the following statement from the symposium’s call be justified
“spatial data science does not only utilise advanced techniques from fields such as machine learning
or big data storage and retrieval, but it also contributes back to them”. Considering these disciplines
work spatially, surely they should be considered as part of spatial data science already in the first
place.

Full Integration of “Vector Worlds” and “Raster Worlds”
In analogy to the characterisation of GIScience as a multidisciplinary and multiparadigmatic field
(Blaschke and Merschdorf, 2014), little agreement as to the exact contents and boundaries of spatial
data science would be needed. Because of the highly dynamic nature of the problems studied, new
areas are constantly added, and rigid borders may have a constraining influence on the field. Still,
spatial data science as a field may need some agreed upon definitions and principles; however, if a
field is described as being very open, dynamic and with vague boundaries, the search for general
principles may become difficult. Therefore, rather than attempting to demarcate exact boundaries for
spatial data science as a discipline or a multidisciplinary field I attempt to analyse the contents of such
a dynamic field on the basis of scientific literature and to assess the multidisciplinary and
multiparadigmatic nature of spatial data science with an emphasis on the full integration of “vector
worlds” and “raster worlds.” Historically, these communities used to be separated. Either, remote
sensing was seen as a tool to gather data for GIS usage, or GlS datasets were used as ancillary
information to improve products derived from remote sensing (see, e.g. Wilkinson, 1996). In 2019,
the situation is clearly different. While, for instance, climate modelling almost naturally uses GIS and
remote sensing techniques, the fields seem to be separated in terms of theories and epistemologies.
Couclelis (1997) pointed out that human cognition appears to make use of both the object and field
views, but at different geographic scales, and for different purposes. Particularly in a world of big data
and big EO data, organising principles are needed which are not dictated or limited by remnants of
early database developments or early design pattern in EO / RS systems. The traditional file‐based
storage of images and bands may make less sense in a data‐affluent world, and ‘unintelligent’ data
storage concepts make less sense than they used to – even though they triggered the developments
of sophisticated information retrieval systems. A fully integrated spatial data science may, therefore,
also need to tackle these challenges.
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Conclusion
I argue for the integration of—technically speaking—the vector and the raster worlds and, in terms of
scientific communities, for the integration of Geoinformatics and GIScience with EO/RS. I am aware of
inevitable difficulties and wish to point out two challenges in particular. (1) How should this
integration work? It may not be enough to teach methods of both subjects side by side. I refer to
Goodchild (2013, p.1072) who argues that the integration of Geography “is normally interpreted by
geographers as a straddling of the environmental–social divide, but a more profound interpretation
stresses the issues involved in coupling environmental and social processes: a science of integration
rather than an integration of sciences.” (2) If the academic community switches from the term
GIScience to the term spatial data science, a massive promotion (branding) of this term might be
needed. While I mentioned 1522 hits for GIScience and related terms, a similar search in Scopus for
“spatial data science” currently yields 18 hits. As Blaschke and Merschdorf (2014) point out, such a
naming discussion is not purely of academic nature, but also bears implications beyond academic
discourse, in terms of external scientific funding and research grants.
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Setting the Spatial Data Science Agenda

S

everal years ago, Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt famously noted that humankind was producing as
much data every two days as it had produced in total from the dawn of civilization through 2003.
Today this volume is far higher. However, the uneven production of spatial big data shapes and biases
our production of urban knowledge—and in turn, for whom we plan. Throughout its history, urban
planning has reproduced racial and gender inequalities and has entrenched poverty under the guise
of scientific equanimity, expedience, and rationalism. But as academics, we have a critical platform to
speak truth to these power structures, question the status quo, and support disadvantaged
communities. Rather than trying to endlessly “solve” the city, how can we instead empower
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marginalized individuals and communities to be their own best advocates in more diverse, just, and
inclusive public planning processes that leverage spatial data science. This, in a nutshell, is my
motivation and means of approaching the field. I engage spatial data science from the theoretical and
professional perspective of urban planning, studying cities through emerging big data sources and
probing spatial technology platforms like OpenStreetMap, Uber, and Craigslist. My work accordingly
focuses on two interwoven empirical pillars: (1) how urban transportation network structure impacts
access and equity and (2) how new spatial technology platforms shape residential mobility,
neighborhood segregation, and the scientific mode of urban inquiry.
I am the creator of OSMnx, a popular OpenStreetMap spatial network analysis research software
toolkit that has been downloaded and installed by users over 100,000 times since last year. I
developed this platform to model street networks at various scales worldwide to draw connections
between planning decisions, access, and equity. Through a combination of spatial analysis, topological
network analysis, and big data collection/management, my empirical findings identify critical points
for spatial segregation, infrastructure resilience, and the distribution of accessibility at multiple scales,
revealing how the urban form connects and segregates us. I have extended this work by simulating
urban growth, travel demand, and consequent energy consumption using a high-performance
computing cluster to explore emerging scenarios of ride-hailing platforms and autonomous vehicles.
I have also made available over 110,000 graph-theoretic street network models (containing hundreds
of millions of geospatial elements) in the Harvard Dataverse for anyone to analyze and study. This
massive spatial data repository gives scholars and planners a new ability to quickly ramp up
accessibility, segregation, and resilience analyses. In the nascent age of autonomous vehicles and
mobility-as-a-service, I am particularly interested in leveraging these methods and big data to
critically rethink the built environments and urban fabric we produce that underlie our ever-evolving
transportation paradigms.
My other concurrent research pillar interrogates how technology platforms and digital information
supplies shape housing markets—as well as our understanding of opportunity and affordability within
them. I collect and analyze millions of online rental listings to explore how these information
exchanges function. I find that online listings spatially concentrate and overrepresent whiter,
wealthier, and better-educated communities. Although the Internet promises information
democratization, I use big data exhaust to demonstrate how technology and information channel
segregation can instead exacerbate historical patterns of residential segregation and inequality.
Today, urban planners increasingly need spatio-computational skills to understand and influence the
modern world. But reciprocally: understanding planning, politics, power, and local context is essential
for critically interpreting any insights from urban data. My work is grounded and interdisciplinary. I
have ongoing research collaborations with computer scientists, mathematicians, civil engineers,
geographers, sociologists, and architects. Organized around the high-level theme of planning and
spatial science, my work bridges the adjacent topical fields of transportation, housing, and urban
design: each represents an essential facet of complex urban systems. Synthesizing these fields, I
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organized the session on Emerging Computational Methods in Urban Design at the 2017 ACSP
conference and presented in the 2018 ACSP Big Ideas Session on Civic Analytics and Urban Science.
My long-term agenda integrates this work on transportation networks and housing to examine
accessibility and segregation, sprawl minimization, the connectivity and equity of new neighborhoods
incentivized by the LEED-ND standards, and how emerging technologies shape housing and mobility
justice. All of this is underpinned by my ongoing methodological research and development of
geospatial tools and visualization methods.
The urban planning discipline suffers from deep tensions, contradictions, and biases. To better serve
the needs of the many, our communities need the diverse contributions of a broader range of
perspectives. I hope to foreground and center marginalized voices in the planning conversation. I
focus my methodological research on developing new tools and techniques that democratize spatial
data science to bring more diverse community voices into planning debates otherwise dominated by
technocracy. My empirical and theoretical work explores how new technologies and algorithms might
foster justice and inclusivity, rather than merely automate and reproduce historical spatial injustice
and exclusion. At the end of the day, as academics we are responsible for building a more diverse and
inclusive future for the urban planning discipline.
Spatial data science sits at the very heart of this critical, unfolding process.
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Does Time Matter in Reasoning over Knowledge Graphs?

K

nowledge graphs (KGs), also known as knowledge bases, are widely used for storing, organizing
and retrieving structured data. Typically knowledge graphs are labeled and directed multigraphs,
consisting of abundant statements about the world that are in the form of triples (subject–
>predicate– >object). These subjects and objects are nodes in a graph, representing people, locations,
events, etc., and these predicates are relation types, conveying the relationships between two linked
nodes. Due to their board coverage and highly organization, they have supported a rich range of
applications such as question answering, recommender systems, conversational dialogue systems,
and so on.
Albeit these successful applications, most of these studies underestimate the important role of time
in these studies. Take the conjunctive query task as an example. If you look for a person who
satisfies the following two statements: (?Person− > holdPosition− > PresidentOfUSA)∧(?Person− >
workLocation− > NewY orkCity), then what would be the answer? In fact, the answer varies from the
concrete time you queried. Two possible scenarios would be as follows. If you queried “Find the
person who is the president of the United States now and worked in New York City before?” then
the answer is “Donald Trump,” as the presidency of Trump started from January 2017 and he
worked in New York City from 1971 to 2017. But what if you looked for a person “who is the
president of the United States and is working in New York City?” The answer is “None,” because
Trump is the president now but he is working in White House. Without considering the validity time
of statements, i.e., temporal scoping of statements, the results of queries/reasoning over
knowledge graphs would be invalid. Moreover, as the world is evolving all the time, knowledge
graphs are also changing rapidly. It is of great significance to study the evolving relationships among
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entities, for instance, the occurrence of consecutive or concurring events, from a dynamic
perspective.
A variety of approaches have been proposed to successfully represent temporal information in
knowledge graphs, including Temporal Descriptive Logic, Temporal Resource Descriptive
Framework, Reification, Versioning, Named Graphs, etc.[1]. However, to some degree these
different approaches limit the OWL reasoning capabilities, which is the key component of KGbased
applications. For instance, reification, which treats the relation in a temporal statement as the
object of a property, renders the OWL semantics over properties inapplicable in practice[2]. This
calls for new methods that are able to support explicitly/implicitly temporal reasoning over
knowledge graphs.
Recently, machine learning models, as one type of induction learning, are widely utilized in multiple
KG-based downstream tasks[3], for instance, link prediction, conjunctive queries, etc., for its ability
to learn implicit patterns hidden in observed data. This could be a good starting point for addressing
temporal reasoning problems.
Base on the above discussion, here I propose three research directions that may contribute to
temporal reasoning study:
(1) What are the different ways of time representations in knowledge graphs? Will a machine
learning model a good alternative to classic reasoning for reasoning tasks? How do these
representations influence the performance of machine learning models?
(2) How to integrate different time representations into machine learning models for
downstream tasks, for instance, conjunctive queries?
(3) How to incorporate both spatiotemporal information into machine learning models in
support of more complicated reasoning/query cases?
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Towards Movement Data Science

U

biquitous collection of geo-enriched tracking data necessitates new approaches for the analysis
and sense-making of large and multidimensional arrays of information about movement of
individuals, goods, vehicles and other mobile agents in space and time. In this position paper, I
recommend a data science paradigm for movement research. The premise is that data science can
advance interdisciplinary research on movement in various applications (e.g., human mobility, public
health, movement ecology) through high-performance computing, intelligent algorithms and machine
learning approaches. This is especially important when movement data are multidimensional (i.e.,
1

https://www.movebank.org/node/6607
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include space-time-context information) and represent long-term movement patterns of a large
number of mobile entities in relation to their geographic and environmental contexts. The proposed
data science framework, presented in Figure 1, was recently published in Dodge (2019). The readers
are referred to the paper for details. Here, I briefly describe the framework and highlight the
promises of data science and its new opportunities towards “an integrated science of movement”
(Miller et al., 2019) for advancing societal and ecological applications.

Figure 1: The data science framework for movement (from Dodge, 2019)

The framework blends raw data (i.e., movement and contextual observations) with domain knowledge,
through data-driven analytics and theory-driven modeling to discover new insights about the behavior
of moving individuals and advance our prediction of changes in dynamic systems. It uses an
interdisciplinary approach supported by information visualization and geocomputing techniques to
unravel hidden patterns and interactions in complex trajectory data sets. The framework enables
research on movement through an iterative process, in which raw movement data are transformed to
meaningful information about the behavior of tracked individuals through data-driven knowledge
discovery approaches. This knowledge is then used to inform modeling and prediction of movement
with the aid of theories, and mathematical and physical principles. This process is reliant on tracking
data sets (i.e., time-ordered sequence of GPS observations, social media posts, check-ins, activity
signals, etc.), computing, math, statistics, visualization, spatial knowledge, and domain knowledge.

Promises and Open Opportunities
With the rise of “big data” (Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger, 2013), the Geographic Information
Science (GIScience) community has been a key player in advancing methodologies for the collection,
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processing, analysis, visualization, and sense-making of large space-time data sets. While GIScience
has significantly advanced computational movement research (Long et al., 2018), with the emergence
of new forms of heterogeneous and multifaceted tracking data, new interdisciplinary approaches are
needed to revolutionize the way we analyze and model movement. Access to massive amounts of
fine-resolution tracking data that are geo-enriched with behavioral and contextual information
provides new opportunities for multi-scale modeling of movement through integrating a range of
patterns from locomotions to global patterns of movement. This also leads to an increasing demand
for more efficient data fusion techniques to integrate diverse data sets obtained from different types
of sensors and collected in multiple forms and granularity. Larger sample size of tracked individuals
opens new opportunities for research on collective behavior of dynamic systems, and hence amplifies
the need for approaches to model movement interaction and map the contribution of individual level
patterns to the larger population level dynamics. Recent progress in movement research highlights
the promising potential of deep-learning, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and information
visualization techniques for leveraging massive and multidimensional movement data sets in
understanding human dynamics and ecological systems. As mobile data collection has become
pervasive and since tracking data can be easily linked to personal information, movement research
should leverage advanced statistical and data science approaches to account for privacy of tracked
individuals, as well as uncertainty, bias, and error in observations especially when dealing with
volunteered geographic information.
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Position Statement

T

he global society of today is facing a number of large-scale challenges, ranging from the changing
climate to the loss of biodiversity. In parallel, the rapid development of technology, and the
massive proliferation of geospatial data bring new opportunities for tackling the challenges by
transforming the process of scientific discovery—resulting in what is known as the fourth paradigm of
science (Hey, 2009)—but also require an understanding of the realia and the consequences of this
transformation. Not only does the large volume and variety of the data have to be adequately
addressed through new tools for their storage, retrieval and analysis. More importantly, given the
data-driven nature of a large part of the analysis today, the data collection process itself should be
treated with ultimate caution, not to introduce and reproduce data-inherent biases that can be
further fossilized through knowledge production. While these and related issues are not completely
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new to science, it appears to be high time to dwell and re-consider some of the aspects of how we
treat the data and the scientific process in spatial data science in light of these developments. In what
follows, I chose three areas related to data production and use that particularly resonate with my
research, suggesting them as potential starting points for a discussion on advancing spatial data
science.
Multi-use data. Given the amount of resources needed for collecting, pre-processing, and storing
large geospatial datasets, it is high time for the community to collectively adhere to the FAIR
principles by aiming at making datasets findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (Wilkinson et
al., 2016). One particularly important issue to be addressed is the multi-use data, which requires
transparent data collection procedures and high quality metadata, as well as effective data-sharing
methods and tools, including the design and development of searchable metadatabases. The
international spatial data science community could serve as a driving force behind establishing
collaborative networks for raising awareness on the value and potential uses of existing and newly
collected geospatial datasets, thus fostering research and policy efforts that address large-scale issues.
Multimodal data sources. Data (in particular, VGI) containing geospatial components comes today in a
variety of communication modes, such as image and text. Given that different modes schematize and
convey space in different ways (Tversky and Lee, 1998), it is important to understand the nature of
each mode, as well as the ways in which various modes of information relate to each other and can
be used in a complimentary way. For example, the spatial distribution of images from social media is
widely used today as a digital proxy of the general “worthiness” of places (Richards and Friess, 2015),
but it fails to reflect more elusive, subjective and intangible aspects of human-environment
interaction. To address that gap, we should aim at leveraging text narratives as data, applying more
sophisticated linguistic models capable of capturing such subtle elements of discourse. Leveraging
multimodal data sources will result in a more balanced, multiple-perspective, holistic representation
of human-environment interaction that will include both qualitative and quantitative information. This
appears especially important in light of biases that are inadvertently reinforced through machine
learning in many spheres today, including spatial sciences (Wachter, 2018).
Public participation. While citizen science and other participatory approaches are now fairly
established, spatial data science still appears to label and treat citizens as sensors (Goodchild, 2007), a
term that implies a certain degree of passiveness. It seems that it is high time for the spatial data
science community to design a framework for a systematic engagement of citizen scientists in the
knowledge production process. This will, firstly, increase the scientific reasoning skills among the
public, which is key for decision making processes focussing on environmental issues. Secondly, this
will foster the public’s literacy in a variety of areas, transforming their role of sensors into that of
knowledgeable actors—and as I see it, educating public on aspects such as geoprivacy (Keßler &
McKenzie, 2018) is the moral duty of spatial data scientists.
The issues outlined above are only a few out of many that require attention and (re)consideration.
The multidisciplinary nature of many of these issues (e.g. ethics and AI) as well as the multidisciplinary
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nature of “spatial” in general call for truly interdisciplinary researchers who are eager to join efforts
for setting the frontiers of spatial data science that reflect the realities of today and tomorrow, and
this symposium appears a timely step towards this goal.
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I

The Cognitive-agent Approach to Spatial Data Processing

n the computer and data sciences we typically collect, represent, formalize, and store all the spatial
information about the environment that might be needed later for further processing. When the
knowledge base is set up we can utilize and process the knowledge in powerful big-data computing
environments. This approach is praised as the 'digital twin' approach, in which features and
properties of the world are made explicit for computational processing. We aim at recording and
representing all knowledge about all aspects of the world in all granularities—a never ending
enterprise.
For their personal purposes, cognitive agents such as humans and other animals take a different
approach: rather than producing a copy of all aspects of the world, we memorize comparatively few
key facts and events and employ the environment itself as our knowledge base (Don Norman called
this “the knowledge in the world”). We harvest that knowledge on demand, as needed. To this end,
we take our sensors and our relatively slow processing unit brain directly to the spatial environment
and selectively collect and process just the information that we need for solving a given problem in
the specific context that we are engaged in. To do this in a goal-directed fashion, we develop
methods for dealing with spatial environments in a smart way.
For example, when we need to know whether some object is hidden behind a given tree, we typically
cannot expect to find this information in a formal knowledge base; therefore, we need ways to find
out in the world. We have a variety of sensors for vision, sound, smell, etc. and we can move parts of
our body or the entire body. But there are many ways to act, move, and perceive in space, most of
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which will not help us solve our problem. For example, we may move towards the tree to get a better
sight—but in fact, this will enhance the hiding feature of the tree for our vision and thus will not help.
We may move away from the tree; this might help disclose an object behind the tree as it diminishes
the tree's hiding effect; but there is the trade-off of a greater distance to the potential hidden object
that diminishes its perceivability. We could move up or down with not much change in perceivability;
or we can move sideways which may have the best effects towards solving our problem.
Among others, it is such types of knowledge about spatial environments, about actions we can take in
space, and about effects we can expect from such actions that make us experts for dealing with space
in space [cf. Freksa, 2015].
The cognitive-agent approach has numerous advantages for spatial problem solving in certain
problem configurations. First of all, we do not require a digital twin. Second, we do not need to
understand environments to the same extent as is necessary for formalizing spatial relations and their
interdependencies in the world. Third, we benefit from cognitive off-loading. Fourth, we do not need
to reason about the world in the same way we have to do based on explicit knowledge; we can make
use of affordances and other knowledge implicit in the world, instead. Fifth, we do not need to
specify the context in which we solve a problem. In sum: For many everyday problems it is sufficient
to have partial knowledge about actions and their effects to select suitable actions for solving spatial
problems.
Up to now, we were not able to utilize the cognitive-agent approach for technical solutions to spatial
problems, as we did not have the necessary action and perception capabilities to extract knowledge
from the world just in time. However, this situation will be changing rapidly. In recent years, we have
been experiencing tremendous improvements in robotic capabilities; as a consequence, deploying
sensors in the world autonomously and intelligently will be within reach soon. Also, sensor
technology has developed rapidly; as a consequence, we now have sensors for vast amounts of
modalities that may be detected in the environment.
What we need to exploit future autonomous agents' capabilities is to equip them with a general
sense of space. This sense of space will require abilities to relate spatial actions and perceptions to
spatial effects in order to control actions and perceptions in a smart way. The cognitive-agent
approach to spatial data processing may not only be relevant for artificial autonomous agents; it also
may be of use for the acquisition of Volunteered Geographic Information.
My team has been exploring a variety of examples of spatial problem solving using the cognitiveagent approach [e.g., Freksa et al., 2019]; for some of our solutions we have developed software
simulations.
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Spatial Data Science Needs Explanations!
(And Not Just Predictions)
Introduction

S

patial Data Science facilitates new approaches to longstanding problems in health, policy, ecology
and economy. But to make the most effective use of it, we need analytical methods that are
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straightforward to apply, open to review and audit, and produce results that can be correctly
interpreted by practicing researchers and policymakers.
Leveraging data science presents many challenges that manifest in unique ways in the geospatial
realm, including: the nature of errors and bias in data, the opportunities afforded by new and
dynamic data sources, the need for transparency and the ability to question assumptions where
outcomes are used for public policy. The model-free nature of popular data science methods means
they typically operate as black boxes. As such it is difficult to validate their outcomes in ways that
stand up to policy debates and foster public trust.
The capacity of data science to help us explain and understand the underlying causes for the patterns
we find in data has lagged behind the development of new analytical methods (Shmueli, 2010). But
better explanation and transparency are necessary to empower end-users to interpret outputs in
ways that conceptually align with pre-existing knowledge (Doshi-Velez, and Kim, 2017; Lipton, 2016).
From this perspective, there is currently an over-dependence on correlative models that neither
represent process nor embed theory (O’Sullivan, 2018). The most capable predictive methods are
typically opaque, with no explanation, and no error distributions that connect back to the underlying
mechanisms that are driving outcomes. This limits the insights obtained, and our ability to understand
the process and causal interactions in the underlying system. By contrast, the focus here is on
explanation, via methods that strive towards abductive reasoning that can offer an explanation
(hypothesis) for a set of observations (Gahegan, 2009).
Moving from prediction to explanation, specifically explanation based on feasible processes and their
interactions, represents a significant and important step for the GIScience. Models will then become
useful in terms of their predictive power, and their ability to explain likely processes and mechanisms
that generate those predictions.

Searching for Explanations
Inductive Process Modelling is an example of one kind of approach that can create explanatory
models from complex data. It does this using a kind of theory and data soup: the soup contains a set
of theory fragments, rules, constraints, and observational data drawn from the system under
investigation. Using these building blocks, heuristic search and feedback are used to iteratively
assemble pieces together into a chain that links observable variables with each other via causal
mechanisms. Since the model produced contains a set of equations with known links to current
theory, then it becomes possible to ‘read’ the model; it is essentially a hypothesised mathematical
description of the process under investigation. See Asgharbeygi et al. (2006), Sozou et al. (2017) and
Gahegan (2019) for more details. When coupled with the descriptive richness of big data, this
approach can produce complex and accurate models that can be readily understood, debated and
validated.
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The inductive process modelling community has had good success in constructing models from
complex data that describe various spatial and temporal processes. As Langley showed nearly forty
years ago, it is possible to ‘discover’ some well-known physical laws from data, such as acceleration
due to gravity (Langley, 1981). In this case, the model is simple: just one equation with one rate term,
and it can indeed be learned autonomously from experimental data. But more recent work includes
discovering ecological models that can describe: complex predatorprey relationships (Bridewell et al,
2008), the occurrence of large algal blooms (Džeroski et al., 2007) and complex reaction networks in
systems biology (Džeroski & Todorovski, 2008). All of these examples not only demonstrate excellent
results—they are every bit as good as those produced by expert scientists, and sometimes better—
but they are also directly comparable with existing models and their correctness (or otherwise) can
be debated rationally based on theory, not just on producing the best results following extensive
training. Recent work by Langley and Arvay (2016) demonstrates how Inductive Process Modelling
can scale to very complex ecological food webs with 15 or more different interacting species, all
successfully learned from data describing the observed counts of individual organisms. That’s a very
complex model, with an intricate and lagged set of co-dependencies.
To give a specifically geographical example of model discovery, imagine that we wish to understand
the mechanisms that drive overland water drainage and soil erosion. Some simple examples of
equations to add to the process library might be: exponential decay, simple geometric calculations of
upslope area, water accumulation, soil erosion coefficients and equations governing fluid flow and
saturation. To guide the model discovery process we need a measure of success, which can be
straightforwardly defined as a reduction of error in the model’s ability to correctly predict the
observed data (say the outflow of the basin or the amount of soil eroded over time). This provides the
feedback needed to guide and refine the model’s development. We will also need observation data
that describes the variables that appear in the equations in the process library.
At the core of the computational model discovery movement is the idea that not only can data be
turned into knowledge, but that this knowledge can in turn be expressed as theory (Horacek, 2017;
Rule et al., 2018). When the data mining or machine learning community refers to knowledge
discovery, it typically means uncovering the patterns and categories that characterize trends or
outliers in data; such ‘knowledge’ is usually expressed in the language of data (statistics) or machine
learning method parameterisations and not the language of human explanation (domain theory). But
in the case of computational model discovery, the discovered knowledge is a mathematical model
(e.g. a set of Partial Differential Equations) that characterises some phenomena of interest and that
can be translated (via these equations) into rules and relations between data—for example as
processes and causal links. This is closer to theory, and can be interpreted from a theoretical
perspective in many cases. Over time, as additional layers of the science process are adequately
represented in computational systems, these discovery systems will become capable of producing
rich and detailed descriptions of solutions and their explanations, couched in relevant domain theory
and the process of research.
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Reflections on Geospatial Data Science Applications
in Global Human-Environment Interaction Studies

G

lobal environmental and climatic change is a primary challenge that societies across the world
will face over the 21st century. Understanding potential societal impacts of anticipated
environmental changes requires high-quality long-term spatial projections of both physical
environmental stressors and socioeconomic conditions of communities at risk. Such integrated
studies conventionally have more often focused on local to regional scales and short- to mid-term
futures, while the big picture of global patterns and long-term trends are needed for national and
international assessments and policy making. This convention has roots in the parsimonious
availability of large-scale time-series observational data. With recent unprecedented increase in
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geospatial data availability and development in computational technology, opportunities for new
innovations as well as challenges to realize desired advancements have attracted much enthusiasm.
As a formally trained geospatial data scientist studying human dimensions of global environmental
change, below I briefly share a few reflections from my own experience on how geospatial data
science might better serve the needs of large-scale human-environment interaction studies.
The recent advancements in data and computation accentuate the importance of some classic
challenges of geospatial data science, with some debates dating back to when the field was more
commonly referred to as a part of GIS. For example, scale plays determining roles in the usability of
data and analytical methods. As spatially-explicit human-environment interaction studies move
towards increasingly larger scales (e.g. global, long-term), data structures and representations often
must change along with changes in data coverages and resolutions, which could reduce or diminish
the applicability of existing analytical and modeling methods. While new analytical, computational,
and modeling methods should be developed, an alternative useful avenue to pursue is the effective
and credible fusion of existing domain knowledge and models that have been developed using earlier
generations of smaller-scale data and methods. In a way, this means providing ready-to-use tools for
multi-scale meta analyses. Meta analyses often attempt to synthesize diverse and patchy knowledge,
integrating both quantitative and qualitative information. These operations can introduce much
uncertainty into a study’s conclusions that are difficult to quantify, which leads to my next point.
Improved uncertainty analysis is much needed for better global human-environment interaction
studies. Conventionally, efforts in this area have focused on describing the amount and the
characteristics of errors and uncertainties in spatial analysis and modeling. However, from
applications’ point of view, the more useful types of uncertainty analysis tools are the ones that can
inform iterative improvements to the analysis or model of interest. Further, because imperfections
are innate to any data, and assumptions and simplifications are necessary for any analysis and
modeling, certain amount of error and uncertainty is bound to exist in the results of any study.
Therefore, another type of highly useful uncertainty-related tools are the ones that can reveal how
errors and uncertainties in analytical results may affect the conclusions of integrated studies.
Investigations of uncertainty and error propagation are particularly important in the data era for
global change research, as large-scale government-organized observations with well-documented
metadata constitute only a small fraction of all geospatial data available today, and new data from
non-conventional sources often come with more uncertainties. Without a clear understanding of the
implications of these uncertainties, the usability of the new data for supporting important policy and
decision making is limited. Ultimately, studies about societal impacts of global, long-term
environmental change are studies about uncertainties in future societies and future environments;
hence, we must be able to distinguish uncertainties caused by analytical artifacts from uncertainties
in fundamental social and environmental processes.
The multidisciplinary nature of global human-environment interaction studies calls for truly
interdisciplinary researchers, willing to integrate rather than further partition different fields. The
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integration applies not only to contents and knowledge but also to people from different professional
backgrounds. Although, intuitively speaking, geospatial data driven analysis and modeling are useful
for global change studies, geospatial data scientists form a relatively small part of the research
community studying global human-environment interactions. Many topics in the field have long been
studied by researchers from other backgrounds. To contribute efficiently, it is useful to understand
the legacy of existing work and be inclusive of visions and practices from different perspectives. At
the Spatial Data Science Symposium, I hope to emerge in a multidisciplinary environment and reflect
further with the diverse group of participants on bridging advancements in geospatial methodological
research and the needs of large-scale human-environment interaction studies.
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T

Toward Multi-Source Urban Sensing with Geospatial Data Science

he urbanization process is accelerating in world cities and attracting large-scale job opportunities,
human flows, business, and social activities. With the rapid development of information and
communication technologies (ICT), location-aware devices and sensor networks, the emergence of
multi-source geospatial big data brings new opportunities to understand the rich semantics of space
and place and associated human activities in urban areas using large-scale crowdsourcing data
streams, such as geotagged social media posts, travel blogs, mobile phone data, smart card data from
transportation, GPS-enabled ridesharing services, and so forth. While crowdsourced data offer
promising opportunities, several internal challenges and limitations of crowdsourced data should be
addressed for urban studies as follows.
First, although large volumes of content are contributed by millions of users every second, we may
get a very sparse data matrix (e.g., Lee, Gao, and Goulias 2015) after slicing the user-generated
content (UGC) into a fine spatiotemporal resolution (e.g., a city-block spatial unit with hourly
temporal window), which is crucial in solving some urban problems such as transportation planning
and traffic congestion control. The spatiotemporal data sparsity issue becomes more prominent in
the regions with limited number of active users. Due to the reduced size of data volume, the
uncertainty in each slice may increase when analyzing the data.
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Second, a common concern about crowdsourcing refers to the lack of standardization for users in the
data generation process, which causes poor data quality and low trustworthiness, as well as high
uncertainty (Senaratne et al. 2017). Users produce geographic data based on their local knowledge
and their perception of the place, which may vary across different users (Stephens 2013). And due to
the vagueness and uncertainty in human conceptualization of location, space, and place, it is hard for
users to express some geographic regions and spatial relations precisely (Montello et al. 2003;
Goodchild and Li, 2012). Thus, an approach driven by data synthesis (Gao et al. 2017), combining UGC
with a fuzzy-set theory informed approach (Wu, Wang, and Shi et al. 2019), and combining UGC with
survey-based behavior approaches (Twaroch et al. 2019) have been proposed to address the
abovementioned concerns. For instance, users may have different perceptions and cognitions for the
same place, which can cause incorrect tagging behaviors for social media photos (Hollenstein and
Purves, 2010).
The third issue concerns the representativeness, which refers to the degree to which UGC
observation samples can represent the actual population. Existing studies have figured out that the
information shared on social-media platforms usually follows a power-law distribution, indicating that
only a small proportion of users contribute most of the content online (Kwak et al. 2010). Besides, the
demographic bias in contributors also impedes the representativeness (Longley and Adnan 2016). For
example, not all people in the real world use social media frequently. People who have limited access
to the social media, such as the elderly group and the users in developing countries, may be less
sampled by UGC.
In order to address these limitations and challenges, we propose to utilize multi-source data streams
and theory-informed approaches to urban sensing (Liu et al. 2015; Janowicz et al. 2019). In
traditional urban strategic planning or the classification results of remote sensing, many places in
urban areas may be labelled as single-use land use type; however, these areas may in reality contain
multiple functions and land uses. In order to capture citywide dynamics of both human activities and
urban functions at finer resolutions, multi-source data are combined to over-come their own
limitations and to enrich the understanding of urban spatial structure and neighborhood
demographics. Both mobile phone data and taxi trajectories usually cover large numbers of users and
contain rich location information but lack of place semantics. Social media data are sparsely
distributed in space and time but contain rich content. By combining both mobile phone data and
social media, it is possible to extract citizen’s home-job locations and social activity dynamics more
effectively in space and time in cities (Tu et al. 2017). Also, by the integration of mobilephone data
and crowdsourced taxi trajectories, or the fusion of POI data and crowdsourced taxi trajectories,
researchers have uncovered substantial differences between taxi trips and mobilephone-based
human movements in terms of spatial distribution and distance-decay effects (Kang et al. 2013).
In the future, a number of multi-source data-fusion research areas that call for attention in urban
sensing powered by geospatial data science. First, the data sampling and fusing resolution
requirements in space and time need to be investigated among different sources to comprehensively
understand human activities of different gender, age, and socioeconomic groups and place semantics
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for intra-urban and inter-city human mobility modeling. Second, combining UGC and professionalgenerated content (PGC) or combining data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches may help solve
urban problems such as traffic congestion and environmental pollution. Third, the development of
data-sharing portals, methods, tools, and platforms for advancing geospatial data science. Last but
not least, there is a need to increase the engagement of citizen science in addressing urban changes
in responsive cities through data-smart governance (Goldsmith and Crawford 2014).
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A

Societal Implications of Spatial Data Science
dvancements in computing, internet and geospatial technologies have led to an unprecedented
surge in the production and consumption of geo-referenced data.

Simultaneously, the popularity of smart phones, Google Maps platform and Microsoft’s Virtual Earth
has led to ubiquitous mapping. Widespread implementation and use of sensors and geospatial
technologies for administration and governance in both the western and nonwestern world has
proliferated. Crowdsourced data is mined constantly with positive and negative intentions.
Meanwhile, we are increasingly relying on AI to harness big data. GIS/T is thus a massive, global
enterprise, used by governments, corporations and individuals. Given the centrality of human
involvement in the production of spatial data/technologies, it is important to highlight how humans
shape/are shaped in such interactions. It is important for us to also highlight the socially constructed
nature of spatial data science, to understand that scientific innovations and breakthroughs occur due
to a process of social interactions.
Our research must consider the complexities of human interactions with spatial data science. Varying
social, political, economic, cultural, institutional and organizational contexts and varying cognitive
abilities shape the choices and ways of geospatial data/technologies being used. Human interaction
with computers as an individual and as a group are subjective and highly contextual. An individual’s
interaction with geospatial data/technologies is shaped by one’s spatial literacy, comfort with
technologies, cognitive abilities, cultural norms etc. For non-western societies, proficiency in English
language and Western scientific knowledge are also significant. Such factors also shape a group’s
interaction with GIS. Participatory GIS research examines how historically marginalized groups use
spatial knowledge to advance their identities, contest inequalities, and challenge power hegemonies.
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By unpacking the complex, contingent and localized nature of participation and data/GIS use, we gain
a nuanced understanding of how individuals or community groups interact with spatial
data/geospatial technologies. Because of variable outcomes, we cannot rely on a “one-size fits all”
approach. Instead, we can create alternate geospatial technologies with more intuitive software
designs and different functionalities that fulfill the needs of the marginalized groups. We must also
attend to alternate forms of representation and better integration of qualitative and quantitative
knowledge. Linguistic and cultural differences similarly shape human interactions with spatial data
science. Further, adoption and use of GIS in the non-western world must be examined to understand
the challenges and impediments. Below, I highlight key issues in Participatory GIS that are significant
in future spatial data science research:
1. Designing alternate, low cost, geospatial technologies for participatory GIS: Global popularity of
participatory GIS and VGI activities highlights the significance of democratization of geospatial
technologies among non-experts. A true democratization
of spatial data science can only occur if we address the needs of different non-expert user groups.
For many, both cost and software complexity are barriers. Here, appropriateness of proprietary
software is significant, as both design and functionalities are shaped by the needs of the
dominant market segment. Development of FOSS4G has addressed some concerns, but we must
also address software design issues. Traditional GIS design is non-intuitive and frustrating for
users not trained in GIS. Low cost, intuitive and appropriate geospatial technologies containing
analytical functionalities suited to the needs of marginalized communities/citizens must be
prioritized. Geo-web offers great potential for such alternate GIS, especially as data storage in
cloud reduces the cost barrier.
2. Addressing alternate conceptions and representations of space (not based on traditional map
formats/ geometric views) within a GIS: Alternate representations of space must be prioritized in a
GIS, as geometric views are cognitively difficult to non-experts and those lacking spatial literacy.
3. Addressing Quantitative/Qualitative data integration: Greater/better integration of two types of
data is necessary in PGIS/VGI, as these actively include qualitative data.
4. Depicting complex and ambiguous social and physical space within GIS.
5. Incorporating linguistic/cultural diversity in GIS particularly in the non-western world: We rarely
examine the needs of the non-western world, despite their prolific use of ICT/GIS. Cultural and
linguistic diversities must be considered in our research agendas. Design of software must also be
linguistically/culturally diverse.
6. Addressing the role of AI in PGIS and VGI practice

Further, we must grapple with the issues of replicability and reproducibility (R&R) in spatial data
science. Such requirements are particularly challenging in inquiries of human/geospatial technology
interactions, owing to the socio-political-cultural-linguistic-cognitive differences. Consequently,
research outcomes are quite unpredictable. Yet, I see the lack of R&R as a strength and not a
weakness. Such an approach understands that errors are a result of individual differences. Ultimately,
the impossibilities of attaining perfect R&R are rooted in the differences in epistemology and
ontology that exist in “hard” science and human centric research.
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Exploring Fragmentation in Daily Rhythms of Activity and Travel
Based on Place-Sequence Analysis
Kostas Goulias and Elizabeth McBride

Fragmentation of activities and travel is defined in this presentation as the sequencing of many short
activities and trips that happen in a personal daily schedule. These are combined with other activities
and travel that are much longer to form a complete string of episodes and durations of each episode
by each individual we observe. Fragmentation in a schedule that is made of a sequence of activities
means multiple switching between different activities in a day, e.g., the sequence of: escorting
children to schools—go to work—eat meal with colleagues—run errand— go back to work—go to a
social event—go back to work—pick up children from schools—go shopping—return home—escort a
child to soccer practice—do some work using mobile technologies—escort child back home—work at
home.
Complex patterns like this lead to increased transport demand because many activities are no longer
bound to specific times and specific places, different people need to be escorted in different activity
locations, and work can often be done ubiquitously. This is further enabled by Information and
(tele)Communication Technologies (ICT) and the emergence of disruptive transportation services (e.g.,
Uber/Lyft) and automation (e.g., self-driving cars). The usual mode enabling fragmentation and
flexibility in scheduling activities at different places is the private car. In this analysis we show that
daily patterns with high fragmentation are also daily patterns with high use of the private car.
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GeoTrans developed a new method of travel behavior analysis to examine daily patterns in a holistic
way setting the foundation for deeper understanding on how and why individuals engage in activitytravel fragmentation. To do this we use sequence analysis that includes activity sequencing during a
day at specific locations, activity duration by type, and their correlation with spatial opportunities as
well as social and demographic characteristics. Examples of a new taxonomy are from the States of
California and Washington that are used to assess the demand for autonomous vehicles and within
household interactions to assess task allocation equity. Figure 1 shows one example of a recent
taxonomy developed in GeoTrans with sequences that include places such as Home(H), Work(W),
School(S), Travel(T), and Other(O). These sequences include 1440 minutes in a day assigned to
locations(activities) and travel and then cluster analysis is applied to pairwise dissimilarities of these
sequences to identify similar groups of daily schedules.

Figure 1. Nine Daily Sequences of Places and Travel in California
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A Spatial Science Challenge:
Scientific Geovisualization in the Age of Data

A

long, long time ago (about 1980!), geographic discovery almost always involved a map in any
discovery. People relied on prior symbolizations, usually published often quite expensive maps
or collections of map limited by the size of the paper, the budget for printing and the geographic
scale. Some especially knowledgeable people (geographers) with years and years of training became
experts and trained others how to use these symbolic devices in their professional activities.
How has this changed! Jennifer Wing and Jim Gray point out many of these changes.
Now, any average internet user can craft a map from data (theirs or others) very fast and very
easily—usually. There are many issues—some are scientific.
People in GIScience come from these challenges after decades of advances in working with maps in
what was then called “promisingly analytical cartography.” Now, challenges arise from working with
data and ubiquity of map-making and analysis tools. People are more frequently constrained by the
overwhelming amounts of data available for spatial analysis and representation. Discovery now is not
just data-driven; it is data-based. People rely on geovisualizations, mostly still called maps, in terms of
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their ability to process information. Visualization is no longer just a matter of making and
understanding symbols, but far more a matter of working with data.
In this sense, what discovery now involves is radically different (see also Simon 1996 for an indication
of the development already noted then). Whereas Hans Rosling could use his evocative presentation
skills and beautiful animations to bring discovery with data to life, most of us spend lots of time
merely wallowing through vast amounts of data to make sense of things. We might delight in a
finished presentation, or another showcased geovisualization, but how discovery, or might we prefer
to say now data exploration, in GIScience is changing with data-based approaches. At one of
modernity high points, the artist Paul Klee, then at the Bauhaus in Dessau, Germany in the 1920s
memorably stated that art is about “making the invisible visible” an understanding of graphic
communication that connects well to the present. In a data-based approach, analytical visualization
for exploration involves very often, as Georgia Lupi from Pentagram, highlights the importance of
“the data we do not see” in a recent Museum of Modern Art DataViz exhibit and developing
actionable insights.
Exploration, now, in other words, involves the challenge of learning to see data that we make through
our filters of reality, that is crafted in those interactions,”human and algorithmic to help answer
specific questions.”
This data-based approach to knowledge will change how people come to approach scientific
visualization. Human-Computer Interaction has gone beyond Bertin and his graphic variables to gain a
better understanding of the processes of visual communication. Visualizations support our cognitive
processes and help us think. For many kinds of analysis, they are easier and faster to process than
numeric or textual information. (Tversky). Considering the simplicity of a geovisualization involves
some consideration about science and its impacts. Tackling the challenges of spatial data visualization
has begun already, but some issues need systematic scientific attention. Every visualization is spatial.
However, what do we understand about this spatiality, which art history (and more recently
geography) has lumped under matters of veracity, intertextuality, and semiotics? Beyond cognitive
visualization research, a vast literature about graphic communication exists, that GIScience has only
partially tapped into. Connecting the spatiality in geocommunication with cognitive spatiality is an
crucial issue. I would want to point out three exemplarily domains to develops with others into a fullyfledged research program. The first research topic is how people make sense of geovisualizations. We
understand that a graphic is not necessarily geographic, but it is spatial. How we understand the
spatiality of data representations of geographic data and develop insights, speaks to cognitive,
preattentive, as well as spatial thinking matters (Harvey, 2017). The other research topic nestles
under arc between Barry Smith’s work on ontologies and Luciano Floridi’s levels of abstraction,
organization, explanation, and conceptual schemes. A broad topic that Werner Kuhn Semantic
Engineering) points to in terms of conceptual clarity as a matter of, in my words, defining our terms
for science and engineering purposes and grounding them in the reality of a situation. This approach
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moves into considerations of information-age positions such as Object-Orientated Ontology,
actornetwork theory, social cognition as we move to engage our conceptual frameworks for
developing GIScience and applying it.
Jill Larkin and Herbert Simon (1987) set out a number of points about the efficiency of humans or
machines processing graphic representations with their interactions for interpretation. Key to graphic
presentations of any information is location, which following Larkin and Simon, create and constrain
the relations that can express meaning. In a bar chart, with its established conventions
location/relations perform specific functions. In a geovisualization, the functions usually involve a
generative graphic techniques facilitated by the creator and processed by the user. The result is
knowledge, but as we are still uncertain about how the mind makes sense of graphics, the relation
between data and knowledge is of central importance for efficient processing.
Johanna Drucker considers the persistent issue, since at least Aristotle, how images show reality.
Linda Kurgan approaches the pragmatical issues arising for science in how we make data visible with
the term para-empirics, which expresses that data is never facts, but only representations. Data
opens up many ways to participate and engage in exploration. Algorithmic processing is a key part of
this.
The grounding of data-based geovisualization in reality, fortunately, can turn to past analytical
cartographic work as a starting point: Waldo Tobler, John Sherman, Helen Couclelis, Nicholas
Chrisman, Alan MacEachren, Gennady Andrienko, Sara Fabrikant have pursued research and
theoretical work that helps work through these matters with a clear connection to empirical research
results and publishable studies. As visualization, with its symbolizations, is and will remain an essential
part of the spatial data science agenda, taking this direction crafts a new path towards continuing the
development of GIScience research and increasing its potential. For example, developing solutions
with linked data using narrative approaches (Bodenhamer) can use on data-based visualization
approaches to craft multi-perspective curated presentation (OnCurating) that facilitate science and
help make the invisible visible and science more present and actionable.
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Geography and Computer Science:

C

Strengthening an Important Relationship to Catalyze
More Responsible Computing Technology

omputer science is in a serious and growing responsibility crisis. In this talk, I will discuss how
geography can help computer science emerge from this crisis. I will begin by outlining how
geography played a role in identifying some of computer science's most serious negative societal
impacts over the past decade. I will then discuss the tremendous opportunities that exist at present
for geography to assist in solving some of computer science's greatest responsibility problems. In
order to leverage these opportunities, we must be cognizant of the interdisciplinary and
intradisciplinary incentive structures that get in the way of a maximally healthy dialogue between
geography and computer science. I will close the talk by discussing ways we might work around
and/or change these incentive structures such that these fields can most effectively work together to
make computing a more responsible actor in the world.
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Starting with Data: Advancing Spatial Data Science by
Building and Sharing High-quality Datasets

S

patial data science has emerged in recent years as an interdisciplinary field. Since spatial data
science seems to largely overlap with the existing geographic information science, it is worth to
examine the difference between these two names first. Both share the term “science,” and in the
context of geographic research, the meanings of “spatial” and “geographic” are very close (although
the term “spatial” is more general and has been used in many other disciplines, such as psychology
and mathematics). Thus, the main difference between these two names should be the use of the
term “data” instead of “information.”

If we trace the creation of the name “geographic information science” to Michael Goodchild’s 1992
paper (Goodchild, 1992), it seems that one reason he used “geographic information science” instead
of “geographic data science” was to emphasize that this is a science about geographic information
systems. Also, using “geographic information science” allows the reuse of the same acronym of “GIS”
that was already accepted by many people at that time. Interestingly, if we read the proposed content
of geographic information science in section 3 of that paper, it was largely about “data” rather than
“information,” such as data collection, data capture, data modeling, and data structure. In fact, the
term “data” was used 130 times in this 1992 landmark paper of Michael, while the term “information”
was used only 54 times, less than half of the frequency of “data.” In addition, a major GIS conference
at that time was Spatial Data Handling, and the name of the conference was not Spatial Information
Handling. Nevertheless, it was the term “information” that eventually made into the name that
defines an important field. Another reason could be related to the DIKW pyramid, i.e., Data,
Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom. Since we are usually more concerned about getting
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information (and knowledge) from data rather than simply having the data themselves, we might
prefer to use the term “information.” Thus, “geographic information system” probably sounds more
intelligent than “geographic data system.”
Then, why do we start to treat the term “data” more favorably in recent years, and even use it in the
name “spatial data science”? On the one hand, it is likely that this has something to do with the
recently popular field “data science.” While it is still impossible to reach a consensus on the definition
of “data science” (and there are still debates on the legitimacy of such a field), we can’t ignore its high
popularity among both academia and industry and its significant impact on the society. On the other
hand, the preference to the term “data” should also be attributed to the indeed increased importance
of data in a wide range of domains. First, the unprecedented volume, variety, and velocity of today’s
big data greatly facilitate scientific discovery and give birth to the fourth paradigm of science. Second,
data no longer only serve as the resources waiting to be mined by tools but are being used for
developing these tools. It has long been recognized in the machine learning community that “Garbage
In, Garbage Out,” and high-quality datasets, such as ImageNet, have become critical enablers for new
methods.
Given the importance of data, it seems that a reasonable starting point for advancing spatial data
science is to build and share high-quality datasets. Such a practice has several values for fostering the
development of this new field. First, it enables the innovative re-use of existing datasets and
contributes to the discovery of new knowledge. A dataset originally collected for answering one
research question may be re-used and re-examined from other perspectives, and a synthesis of
multiple existing and publicly-shared datasets can produce new knowledge that cannot be obtained
by any single dataset before. Second, it reduces duplicated efforts and increases the efficiency of
research and education for the community. Many high-quality datasets require a considerable
amount of time, labor, and financial resources to create. This includes not only cleaning and
organizing datasets but also labeling data records for training supervised models. In addition to their
obvious research value, these datasets can also facilitate the education of spatial data science by
providing students with data resources that they can explore and test. Finally, high-quality and
publicly-shared datasets enhance the reproducibility and replicability of published research, and are
critical for the long-term prosperity of a scientific discipline.
What should we do in order to build and share high-quality spatial datasets? We may need to start by
defining what high-quality means and developing a formal guidance on creating high-quality datasets.
While there already exist various standards for geospatial data from FGDC and ISO, such a guidance
may be designed in a more inclusive manner to encourage data sharing from more researchers. One
example that we can learn from is the 5-star Rating System for sharing Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee,
2009), which does not require a dataset to satisfy the highest standard before it is shared but
encourages people to simply make data available first on the Web under an open license. Spatial
datasets come with their unique properties, such as their locations, timestamps, and spatial
resolutions, whose inclusion should be discussed in the formal guidance. Accordingly, it is necessary
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to define “high-quality” for not only data but also metadata. With a formal guidance for data sharing,
a further step we could do is to develop automatic methods that can help existing datasets reach a
higher level of quality. In a previous work, we developed an approach that leverages the Labeled
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LLDA) model to extract standard topics from the existing descriptions to
enrich the datasets (Hu et al., 2015). Similar approaches can be developed to improve the quality of
existing datasets. Finally, spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) are likely to play even more important
roles in the context of spatial data science. We will need new methods and technologies that can
further improve the search and discovery of the high-quality datasets shared in SDIs.
Anselin (2019) defines spatial data science as “a subset of generic ‘data science’ that focuses on the
special characteristics of spatial data.” Singleton and Arribas-Bel (2019) proposes geographic data
science which “combines the long-standing tradition and epistemologies of Geographic Information
Science and Geography with many of the recent advances that have given Data Science its relevance
in an emerging ‘datafied’ world.” No matter which name we use, it seems that the increased
importance of data has already been recognized by the community. Building and sharing high-quality
datasets could be a starting point for us to advance this emerging field.
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After completing her Ph.D. in 1992, she worked at the Technical University of Vienna, Austria and
with Longman GeoInformation in Cambridge, England on international GIS education projects. She
returned to NCGIA in 1994 as Assistant Director and later Associate Director. In January 1999 she
moved to University of California Berkeley to become Executive Director of the Geographic
Information Science Center where she helped build the foundation for a campus-wide GIScience
initiative. In September 2000, she was invited to join the faculty at the University of Redlands to
create and direct their new MS GIS program.
In 2006, after building a successful, widely-respected program at the University of Redlands, Kemp
stepped down as Director, retreating to the Island of Hawai’i to become an independent scholar.
During this time, she completed the Sage Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science (2008) and
worked as Senior Scientist with The Kohala Center on several projects focused on achieving a vision of
an Island-based GIS infrastructure integrating Hawaiian and Western sciences, connecting through
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place on the landscape. In September 2010, she was lured back to a full-time academic appointment
with USC, continuing to live full-time in Hawai’i while teaching in the on-line Graduate Certificate and
M.S. GIST Programs.

Spatial Data Science and Geographic Information Science:
Is there a difference?

I

n May of 2018, the University Consortium for Geographic Information Science, held its 22nd annual
Symposium on the theme of “Frontiers of Geospatial Data Science.” An outcome of that meeting
was the white paper “UCGIS Call to Action: Bringing the Geospatial Perspective to Data Science
Degrees and Curricula.” In that paper, the UCGIS community articulated a number of action items we
could take to ensure that faculty and students in the emerging field of Data Science are appropriately
informed of the geospatial nature of much of the data they use. Many also observed that Data
Science faculty and programs on many campuses had not reached out to their geospatial colleagues
for assistance in designing curricula.
As the current President of UCGIS, I am particularly concerned that UCGIS members continue to play
leading roles in the geospatial community on their campuses. It is therefore essential to understand
how the GIScience community should expand our purview to encompass perspectives that some are
now seeing distinctly as Spatial Data Science. What is unique about a Spatial Data Science research
agenda, and how is it new or different from agendas our community have articulated in the past? And
importantly, do we need to retool our faculty, our curricula and our students for a new future?
Our 2018 white paper concluded with three recommendations for the GIScience academic
community:
1. Revise and update your curricula. Push to integrate geospatial data into existing data science
programs and data science foundations and methods into GIScience programs.
2. Establish a line of communication with alumni and potential employers in order to get feedback
about whether the current curriculum is addressing their needs in the evolving workplace,
particularly with respect to the emergence of data science careers.
3. Engage in geospatial data science conversations with a mix of faculty and administrators across
your campus.

The convening of this meeting to draft a research agenda for Spatial Data Science smoothly sidesteps
the awkward question of whether this is something different or just a new name for the same thing.
That is a good thing as it simply means the whole community can move forward under this new
umbrella and expand our mutual horizons. I look forward to the conversations about what are the
research frontiers AND how do we need to prepare our students to address those. These are
important themes that I will carry forward during my Presidential year as the UCGIS reformulates its
mission, membership and strategic plans for the next several years.
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the CUNY Graduate Center. Until fall 2013, he was a post-doc researcher in theSemantic
Interoperability Lab at Institute for Geoinformatics (ifgi), University of Münster, Germany. Keßler also
finished his PhD on Context-aware Semanticsbased Information Retrieval at ifgi in 2010 and has
worked as a consultant for the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs in
Geneva, Switzerland.
Keßler has published on a range of topics, including geospatial semantics, linked data, context
modelling, volunteered geographic information, and location privacy. He was co-chair of the Linked
Science workshop series and of the W3C Emergency Information Community Group. His current
research focuses on the use of geographic information science methods and spatial simulation
techniques to analyse future impacts of global warming under different climate scenarios, particularly
heat stress and migration. On the latter topic, he is currently involved in a transdisciplinary project on
Global Flows of Migrants and Their Impact on North European Welfare States (FLOW) 1.
http://carsten.io
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From Spatial Data to Spatial Information

ot long after the proliferation of data science as a field in its own right—combining methods
from disciplines such as statistics, data mining, machine learning, and data visualization—
specialized sub-disciplines for application areas emerged, including biomedical, cultural, sports,
health, and spatial data science. This division into different “kinds” of data science reminds of the
1990s establishment of different branches of informatics (bioinformatics, health informatics,
geoinformatics, etc.), each providing a different angle on the computational turn in their respective
disciplines. Research agendas were written for each of those new fields and revised over the years, as
research made progress and new computational developments opened up new possibilities.
1

See https://www.flow.aau.dk
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In light of the existence of a number of research agendas for GIS, geographical information science,
geoinformatics, cyberGIS, geocomputation, and locationbased services (e.g., Rhind, 1988; McMaster
& Usery, 2004; Anselin, 2012; Huang et al., 2018), a research agenda for spatial data science would
need to be distinctively different from any of those existing research agendas. The identification of
the unique research challenges for spatial data science ultimately leads to the question how exactly –
besides the limitation of geo to certain scales – spatial data science differs from any of those existing
fields (and, at the same time, how they differ from each other). The answers to those questions will
need an ongoing discussion within and between the respective communities, for which this
symposium will provide a promising starting point. Nonetheless, there seem to be some obvious
trends that set spatial data science aside from the established subdisciplines, including:
Integration of spatial methods into the regular data science workflow. Analysis of spatial data is
becoming more and more common as part of the “regular“ data science workflow. Data scientists use
software libraries such as sf for R or geopandas and PySAL for Python within their normal working
environment, without the requirement for a GIS or a spatial database. These developments promise
the establishment of spatial analysis as one of the major pillars of data science, next to statistics,
machine learning, etc. However, they also present a new research challenge concerning the usability
of those tools, which are often used by data scientists with little training in the opportunities and
peculiarities of spatial information and the corresponding analytical tools. These tools hence need to
be made more accessible for a user group that is substantially different from traditional GIS users.
Open and Reproducible Science. Looking at academic research, we can already witness an increasing
adoption of data science practices for the analysis and mapping of spatial data. The sharing of open
source code on public repositories, as well as the development and use of open tutorials and
documentation, often using notebooks, has increased substantially over the last years. Moreover,
open source languages, particularly Python and R, have subsequently been equipped with impressive
capabilities for spatial analysis. In combination, these developments lower the bar for truly
reproducible research, whose adoption is currently initiated by various projects and initiatives, but
still far from wide acceptance. The development of a more open culture is thus one of the challenges
for our field arising from recent developments in (spatial) data science.
From spatial data to spatial information. Ultimately, the goal of spatial data science is still to turn
spatial data into insightful, actionable information. The merging of spatial analysis tools into data
science therefore opens up new opportunities and challenges for the field, allowing it to grow beyond
its classical user base, but likewise demanding an orientation towards a new user group, which is very
well trained on the computational side, but may need more guidance on the spatial aspects. If this
challenge can be successfully addressed, the field is making a substantial step towards turning spatial
into the new normal.
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T

Position Statement

he proliferation of geospatial big data has brought ample opportunities for the scientific
community towards better understanding and solutions for major problems our society is
facing—environmental and climate change, pollution, traffic congestion, disaster, urban heating,
rapid communications of infectious diseases, to name a few. However, the ever- exploding geospatial
data, the diversity in data source, heterogeneity in data formats, the high velocity at which they are
being produced create significant challenges in the storage, retrieval, processing and visualization of
such data. Traditional GIS algorithms and software has to be renovated to accommodate this
paradigm shift towards data-intensive research and data- driven science.
In its 2003 blue-ribbon report, NSF defined cyberinfrastructure as the next generation research
infrastructure that relies on high performance computing, high-speed internet and advanced
middleware to solve data- and compute- intensive problems at a scale that is not possible before
(Atkins 2003). This report highlights four key research areas of cyberinfrastructure, which in my view
can contribute to the development of the research core for the emerging spatial data science. These
four areas are: high performance computing, data access, visualization, and virtual organization.
Geospatial big data, has injected new ingredients for deepening and spatializing these research
topics. A growing literature can be seen in the past decade or so, however, many interesting and
unique research questions related to geospatial data are yet to be answered. For instance, geospatial
data is known to be heterogeneous – they could be structured or unstructured, they can be encoded
in image formats or plain text, and they may be various in quality due to the collection methods.
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Hence, paradigm for geospatial data retrieval would be very different from information search such
as what Google is doing (Li 2018). How to make effective discovery and search of geospatial data at a
user’s space and time of interest, how to perform accurate data retrieval in the absence of good
metadata or using the metadata that are semantically ambiguous? How to leverage spatial-visual
analytics to easily refine research results and quickly narrow down to the subset of data which is
most needed by end users? How to deliver spatial methods, tools, models in the same way as we
perform data search?
Another important aspect is high-performance computing, which may be the most researched topic
in cyberinfrastructure. Many existing solutions, including CyberGIS (Wang 2010), adopt divide-andconquer strategy to enable scalable data processing—namely to process massive amount of data
utilizing distributed computing and batch processing. These applications cannot satisfy the need for
real-time processing, which not only requires processing large data, but also streaming data that
arrive in real-time. Data of the latter kind can be increasingly found as more smart cities IoT devices
are being deployed and functioning. Streaming architecture has emerged to become the state-of-theart to achieve both high throughput and low-latency in data processing. However, very limited
research has done in the geospatial domain. How to perform real-time spatial indexing on the
streaming data? How would the data storage model change to accommodate such high-velocity
data? How to make in-time spatial decisions based on these data?
What is missing from Cyberinfrastructure research is the intelligent analytical core for future GIS.
CyberGIS is deemed as the integrated framework of cyberinfrastructure, GIS and spatial analysis, in
which spatial analysis and spatial statistics are the mainstream methods for spatial data processing.
However these methods are better at handling “small data” with fewer errors, and the distribution of
the data has to follow some predefined assumption. The veracity of the analytical results may be
challenged when the data follows a different distribution than expected. The scale at which the best
results can be obtained also needs iterative experiments. In the big data world today, theory and
principles underlying these data are not fully discovered yet. Hence, there is an urgent need of a datadriven, theory-free method that can handle massive data and extract useful patterns from them.
GeoAI, or geospatial artificial intelligence, a transdisciplinary extension of AI, is seen as a promising
research area that contributes to building the smart brain for future GIS and for setting the agenda
for spatial data science. As an emerging field, many interesting questions can be asked. How to inject
spatial principles (spatial heterogeneity and spatial autocorrelation) into the deep machine learning
(comparing to shallow models mentioned above) to enable a spatialized learning paradigm? How to
address the issue of lack of training data in the geospatial domain? How to increase the
interpretability in machine inference process? The author has recently started a NSF project working
on these questions and she looks forward to the communication with other symposium participants
to move this research area forward.
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A Few Perspectives on Human-Centered Spatial Data Science—
How can we “Do No Harm” while still doing some good?

C

onceptualizing Spatial Data Science as distinct from Data Science more generally continues the
long tradition in GIScience (and its precursors) of considering spatial to be special. There have
been many arguments put forward over time about why this contention is true. But, it may prove to
be most obvious with the rapid developments in data science for which location often provides the
“glue” that makes it possible to connect fragments of information from big and diverse data sources.
This role as a connector for a vast array of other information is the feature that will make spatial data
science special and powerful. But, it is also the feature that raises two sets of challenges (at least): (a)
conceptual and technological challenges about how to extract meaningful information from big,
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dynamic, heterogeneous, unconfirmed, hyper-connected data; and (b) equally important ethical
challenges about applying data science methods to hyper-connected, location-linked data. In an era
of fake news, erosion of privacy, and technologies that enable misinformation at light-speed, these
latter challenges are ones that the community must address head-on from the beginning, not as an
after-thought.
The core argument underlying this brief note is that success of spatial data science will depend on
valuing humans over data. Thus, I contend that for spatial data science to make a positive impact (on
science and society), it needs to be human-centered. Here, I sketch four research
opportunities/challenges that together can lead to a Human-Centered Spatial Data Science (HCSDS), a
data science that addresses place-related scientific and societal needs while continually reflecting on
human/societal implications of the research we undertake and the practices it enables.
The first human-related opportunity and challenge to address, in developing HCSDS, is the dramatic
increase over the past decade of humans as sensors. At least in the developed world, the typical
human moves through the world carrying or wearing multiple location-based sensors and/or using
vehicles with such sensors. These include our smart-phones, smart-watches, cars, e-Scooters, health
monitoring devices, and increasingly even our clothes. Interfaces designed (or not) to collect locationbased data from the “crowd,” and those intended for the crowd to specifically collect data for us,
impact the data volume, representativeness, quality, and relevance of resulting data. There are
tremendous opportunities to leverage advances in location-aware technologies and the related
miniaturization of sensors in order to utilize the crowd for collecting data at a scale and resolution
never before possible, as well as data about topics for which data has previously been virtually nonexistent. Doing some good with this endeavor while avoiding harm will require research on systems
that enable everyone to make choices about what location-based data to collect when and for whom,
as well as on visual interfaces that help users process the messy heterogeneous data to generate
useful information.
The second human-related opportunity and challenge to address is the role of (and necessity for)
human expertise in guiding computational tools—thus how do we achieve human-in-the-loop
computing that is “better” than either computational or human solutions alone. A guiding premise
here is that computational models benefit from human input on the front-end as well as throughout
what is often an iterative process of model refinement. This is not a new idea, but one that has
remained (mostly) on the back-burner since the early 1990s when visualization-based, computational
model steering strategies were first introduced. Recent efforts to link advances in visual analytics with
those in deep active learning offer an exemplar of the potential.
The third human-related opportunity / challenge is to develop methods that enable human
understanding of computationally generated results—thus methods that provide support for
explainable spatial data science. As with approaches to integrating human expertise into the process
of developing and guiding computational models, we will not be pursing this goal alone; major efforts
are underway in AI/machine learning to address the “explainability” challenge. A contention made
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with increasing frequency by visual analytics researchers is that interactive visual interfaces can
enhance explainability of computationally-generated results. But, spatial is special. Thus, to enhance
spatial data science explainability, those interactive visual interfaces need explicit support for spatial
representation. Beyond that, however, my contention here is that place may matter more than space
for spatial data science explainability. Human knowledge about the world is grounded in real-world
places, and place rather than space is the basis for contextualizing analytical results. We have
decades of research in cartography and geovisualization to draw upon as a starting point for
developing innovative strategies that enable human understanding of computational results. But,
most of that work takes a spatial perspective. Advances in platial representation will be essential for
explainable “spatial” data science.
The fourth human-related opportunity and challenge is ethics. A key question is, “to what extent is
ethical spatial data science possible”? Assuming the answer is yes (however qualified), how do we
recognize and take into account the ethical implications of spatial data science—for humans and for
the environment more generally? Spatial data science has unique ethical challenges that are essential
to address as a core aspect of the agenda, particularly challenges associated with location as the
‘glue’ that connects data from diverse sources. Here, a useful starting point for developing an ethics
for spatial data science is a recent AAAS series of workshops (on “Developing Ethical Guidelines and
Best Practices for the Use of Volunteered Geographic Information and Remotely Sensed Imagery in
Crisis Situations”) and the subsequent report, Location-Based Data in Crisis Situations
(https://www.aaas.org/resources/location-based-data-crisis-situations). That report outlines five
principles that spatial data science can draw upon: do no harm, define your purpose, do good science,
collaborate and consult, and give access to your data.
Spatial Data Science has clear potential to enable scientific advances across a wide range of fields and
to support solutions for diverse societal challenges. Just like data science generally, however, it brings
at least an equal risk to do harm; this is the case because links to location inherent in spatial data
escalate the potential risk to individuals and place-based communities in many ways. Thus, as we
work to adapt, extend, and invent new data science methods and technologies for applications with
spatial data, a key question for spatial data science is How can we “Do No Harm” while still doing
some good?
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Spatially Explicit Machine Learning Model
Introduction

T

o my understanding, spatial data science, as a subfield of data science, refers to the discipline
focusing on developing methods, algorithms, tools, and data sets for complex spatial problems.
Although many efforts have been made by data scientists in general and many problems they tackle
are inherently spatial problems (e.g., price prediction for housing and ride sharing), some key aspects
of spatial information are neglected intentionally or unintentionally. In this position paper, we
advocate the necessity of spatial thinking and spatially-explicit models [5,3,1] in contrast to rather
general models.
Spatial information plays an important role in our daily life. Massive amount of location-based
services enable us to plan beforehand which makes our life easier. For example, we may want to
search for a nearby Japanese ramen restaurant with vegetarian options for dinner, or we may want to
know which bus can take us to the destination and when it can arrive. If we have an important
meeting planned for tomorrow during the rush hours, we may want to know how long it will take to
drive there in advance to avoid being late. All these daily requests can be answered by different
location-based services by using data-driven machine learning models in which spatial information is a
non-negligible component.
Except for these problems where spatial information is an obvious component of the underlining data
sets, there are other tasks where spatial information can help to improve the model performance
significantly. Example tasks can be image classification[4,5] and fine grained image recognition[1]. When
you go hiking and come across a bird of an unfamiliar species, you may want to take a picture, upload
it to an AI image recognition app, and ask for its species. Instead of purely based on the visual
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information, when and where you took this photo can also help this recognition problem because
different species have different habitats and different migration patterns[1].
Many machine learning tasks is geospatial related. However, it is not easy to process spatial
information into a proper representation in order to be easily consumed by machine learning models
due to its complexity. For example, Google Maps just launches a bus delay forecasting feature 1 in
which how to prepare the bus routes and traffic information properly to be easily consumed by deep
neural net architectures is an important problem. While we can divide the routes into road units and
feed them into a sequential model, how can we encode the location and time information in each
road unit such that it can be well handled by deep neural nets?

Spatially Explicit Model
As said by Michael Goodchild, “A model is said to be spatially explicit when it differentiates behaviors
and predictions according to spatial locations”[2]. In the context of machine learning, we see a
necessity of spatially explicit machine learning models which focus on better ways to design machine
learning model architectures for consuming spatial information.
Many research has demonstrated the superiority of spatially-explicit models over more general
models on several spatial related tasks. In the context of geographic question answering, by explicitly
incorporating distance decay effect into the question relaxation model architecture, Mai et al.[3] show
that the spatially-explicit knowledge graph embedding model outperform the traditional knowledge
graph embedding models in geographic query relaxation task. As for geographic knowledge graph
summarization, Yan et al.[6] demonstrate that the spatially-explicit model which adds spatial inductive
bias in the reinforcement learning framework outperforms the traditional monte carlo policy model.
However, adding spatial inductive bias to make spatially-explicit models will yield more complex
machine learning model architectures. Investigating the trade-off between designing a spatiallyexplicit machine learning architecture versus a more general setup that would have to learn to value
space implicitly is an important research question for the spatial data science community.
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processing multi-modal geospatial information from non-traditional sources, e.g. text documents or
geo-referenced photos collected from social media. He is also a participating researcher and/or
national coordinator in several other research projects (e.g., the RiverCure project on flood
monitoring, the DigCH project on spatial humanities, or the MATISSE project on remote sensing and
data mining for shellfish safety monitoring) and network activities (e.g., the CYTED IDEAIS network on
intelligent assistants supporting access to geospatial data). He is also involved in the organization of
ACM SIGSPATIAL workshops on GeoAI and Geospatial Humanities, and a guest-editor for journal
special issues also focusing on these areas.

Geospatial Artificial Intelligence
and the Combined Analysis of Multimodal Data

O

ver the last few years, deep learning techniques had a transformative impact in fields such as
natural language processing or computer vision, significantly advancing the stateof-the-art in
problems like parsing natural language, assigning text or images to predefined classes, or semantic
image segmentation. These same techniques can also empower a next generation of geographical
information systems, providing the ability to combine spatial analysis with fast and near human-level
perception, this way facilitating location-based discovery and analysis of relevant information,
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originally available in multiple modalities. With colleagues and students from the University of Lisbon,
I have been involved in a variety of applied research projects related to this general objective, which I
believe are at the core of Spatial Data Science.
In connection to remotely sensed data, or combining remote sensing with volunteered geographic
information (e.g., from sources such as the OpenStreetMap), recent studies have for instance shown
that deep learning techniques can be used in a variety of applications. Examples include (a) georeferencing ground-level photos in order to complement remote sensing data, (b) interpolating,
downscaling, or fusing multiple remote sensing products, e.g. to circumvent problems of missing data,
or (c) segmenting aerial imagery, e.g. to support the extraction of building footprints and/or road
segments.
In connection to textual data, or combining text with other data modalities, recent studies have also
described the use of deep learning techniques for geo-referencing vague and imprecise place
references into unambiguous coordinates, so that traditional spatial analysis methods can be
employed over data originally encoded in text. Example applications include (a) automatically georeferencing Twitter users or their textual posts, (b) matching place records combining names and
other attributes, e.g. for gazetteer conflation, or (c) disambiguating place references, presented in the
context of textual descriptions, into the corresponding geo-spatial coordinates.
Many of aforementioned applications can already highlight important challenges in the use of
machine learning for processing geospatial data, including model interpretability, small sample sizes
relative to the complexity of the problems, the lack of ground truth information, or the high degree of
noise and uncertainty. Despite the many successful applications, overcoming the aforementioned
challenges requires additional developments (e.g., combining deep learning with symbolic and/or
reasoning based approaches, or exploring probabilistically sound deep generative models), so that
recent deep learning techniques can be more widely and easily applicable to a broader range of tasks.
At the UCSB Spatial Data Science Symposium, I specifically plan to present examples of ongoing
research at the University of Lisbon, aligned with the perspectives outlined in the previous paragraphs,
and which I believe can contribute to a discussion regarding a possible agenda for Spatial Data Science
research. Particular emphasis will be given to the combination of language technologies, image
processing, and spatial analysis methods, specifically focusing on the following examples:

• Research related to place name resolution in textual documents, combining recent advances in
natural language processing (e.g., contextual word embedding methods such as ELMo or BERT, to
build effective text representations) together with the idea of exploring external sources of geophysical information (e.g., raster datasets encoding terrain elevation, land coverage, population
density, etc.) to guide model training, under the idea that place names often appear in sentences
containing descriptions for the characteristics of the corresponding locations. We have conducted
experiments with deep neural network models that take as input sequences of words corresponding
to place name occurrences, plus the surrounding textual context. These inputs are transformed into
vector representations, which are then used to predict a probability distribution over possible
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geospatial regions, corresponding to the place name. The probability distribution is used to infer the
geospatial coordinates corresponding to the place name, or the geo-physical properties for the
location corresponding to the place name, this way better guiding the model towards making correct
predictions. We have assessed the advantages of this approach in several corpora used in previous
studies, and we also assessed the impact of using distant-supervision (i.e., data collected from
Wikipedia) in order to increase the amount of available training data.

• Research related to semantic segmentation of aerial imagery (e.g., delimiting building footprints, or
delimiting flooded areas), leveraging fully-convolutional neural networks (e.g., dense U-net neural
architectures) together with optimisations regarding model training (e.g., use data pre-processing
and augmentation procedures to improve model generalisation, such as slightly changing the colour
temperature of the RGB images, together with adversarial training and/or loss functions that account
for class imbalance and emphasise correct predictions at boundary regions). Our experiments have
given particular emphasis to the processing of historical aerial imagery (e.g., segmenting grayscale
imagery, together with a separate model branch that attempts to colorize the images), and also to
the processing of RGB images together with other spectral information (i.e., raw near infra-red data,
or derived indexes such as NDVI or NDWI for segmenting flooded regions) or additional remote
sensing products (e.g., information on terrain elevation or permeability). More recent efforts have
also explored the usage of aerial imagery in tasks involving other data modalities (e.g., remote
sensing image captioning, for supporting information retrieval applications), or the use of remote
sensing data together with information collected on the ground (e.g., using geo-referenced photos,
collected from social media, in the context of flood mapping).

Besides advances in fundamental research, we believe the adaptation/customisation of existing
methods, as well as the corresponding experimental validation, demands particular emphasis in a
research agenda for Spatial Data Science. Application areas such as the digital humanities, or
challenges like geographical information retrieval within digital libraries, are also particularly
interesting, providing ground-truth data and plentiful of challenging problems to support advances in
the field. Examples include assessing the use of deep learning developments in contexts such as (a)
the processing of historical maps instead of traditional remote sensing products, (b) the analysis of
old grayscale photos instead of modern high-resolution aerial images, or (c) the parsing of
information within historical documents in a variety of languages, instead of just modern English text.
To accelerate developments in connection to these challenges, I believe that the organisation of joint
workshops or journal special issues can assume a particular importance, fostering synergistic
discussions and collaborative research. Perhaps even more importantly, the organisation of joint
evaluation efforts in connection to the previous forums, considering challenges/tasks and groundtruth datasets with crisp problem statements, can be important to accelerate progress and lower the
barriers for more people to get involved. Finally, surveys and curated repositories of learning
materials can help educating new researchers, particularly by reducing the challenges involved in
understanding advanced cross-disciplinary topics.
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The World Outside GIScience

I

n the 1960s the discipline of Geography went through a paradigm shift in what is often called the
Quantitative Revolution. Spurred by seminal work such as Bunge’s Theoretical Geography[1], this
movement is frequently attributed with giving rise to Geographical Information Science[3] as a
discipline. We are in the midst of a similar scientific paradigm shift today with the rise of data-driven
scientific discovery or what has been termed the fourth paradigm of science[6]. This move towards
data-driven e-science is built on the emergence of big, heterogeneous datasets contributed from a
range of sources analyzed through high-performance computing resources using various artificial
intelligence approaches. While the rise of data-driven science has altered most scientific disciplines, it
is having a profound impact on the discipline of Geography, arguably in much the same way as the
Quantitative Revolution fifty years prior.
It is within this context that I envision the emergence of Spatial Data Science (SDS) as a discipline. As a
geographic information scientist, I see Spatial Data Science as a logical, yet large, next step beyond
Geographic Information Science. The key differences here being that Spatial Data Science is truly
inclusive, looks outwards towards other disciplines, using spatial reference systems (in many facets)
as the foundation on which to explore patterns within complex and multi-dimensional data. In
discussing an agenda for this new field of Spatial Data Science, I outline three important items.

Stepping outside the walls of GIScience
Geographic Information Science began as a field that drew from a range of disciplines such as
Geography, Statistics, Cartography, etc. Over the last few years, however, GIScience, like many
disciplines, has become introspective, building on existing, well-established GIScience research topics.
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While this is not always a bad thing, it has unfortunately come at the expense of many new ideas,
often contributed from researchers outside of the field. In fact, his introversion is well documented in
the GIScience literature[5, 7, 2]. Spatial Data Science offers an opportunity to step outside the walls of
GIScience, and truly look across many different disciplines.
Spatial Data Science represents a clean slate, an opportunity to be truly discipline agnostic. SDS
should encompass naturally interdisciplinary fields such as remote sensing, information science,
human-computer interaction, and the broader computer sciences as well as less obvious fields such
as bioinformatics, psychology, sociology and communication studies, disciplines that often rely
heavily on spatial information and have their own techniques and approaches for analyzing these
data. This is not to say that GIScience as a field of research is no longer relevant, indeed it is, but
rather that it has a leading role to play in the much broader interdisciplinary (super-)field of Spatial
Data Science. In much the same way that Computer Science had a foundational role in the
emergence of Information Science, GIScience has the opportunity to be a leading architecture of
Spatial Data Science.

Data, Data . . . and More Data
Spatial Data Science represents a shift from domain-specific thinking towards data-centric thinking.
Data is at the center 1 of this discipline and it is important to keep in mind that it is predominantly
focused on methods and techniques applied to extract pattern and mean from spatial data. The
fourth paradigm of science is a catalyst which has assigned a label to the data-intensive scientific
discovery process and it is through this lens that Spatial Data scientists explore the world.
It is not an oversight that the first word is Spatial and not Geospatial. The important distinction here
is that SDS research is not necessarily aimed at data referenced to a geoid, but also includes analyses
based on alternative spatial reference systems, such as the brain, or chemical bonds. A
Geoinformatics researcher is a potential SDScientists that applies her techniques and methods to
issue in the domain of Geography where as an individual in Bioinformatics is a SDScientist applying
similar techniques and methods to Biology, DNA sequences, etc. The agenda item here is to shift
one’s thinking from purely domain specific regions (e.g., Geography [Geo-] and Biology [Bio-]) to the
data and the similarity of methods that are employed. This is where collaborative opportunities
emerge and where shared interest and cooperation lead to new discoveries.

Building a Brand
This last item is more focused on marketability than the previous two agenda items, but
nevertheless I strongly believe it to be an important item in setting the Spatial Data Science agenda.
When the term Geographical Information Science was coined, it put a label on an idea. The
instantiation of that label was fresh, exciting, and gave rise to an entire new direction in geographic
science. Not only was it a term for academics but it also became a tangible discipline through which

1

Literally from a linguistic sense.
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Universities could bring in funds, students could enroll in courses and establish careers, and a
pivotal term for industry (e.g., Esri)[4].
While GIScience is now a well-established scientific field and a billion dollar industry, the branding
behind GIScience is still very much associated with Geography as a discipline, often at the expense of
being included in other fields of study (e.g., Information Science). Not surprisingly given its roots, the
term is still associated with GISystems to many outside of the field. To some (including many private
academic institutions) it is seen purely as an applied science or a tool to be wielded by domain
experts. While researchers in this area have fought hard to escape these definitions, Spatial Data
Science offers an opportunity to step outside of this label and bring together multiple disciplines
under an umbrella term that reflects the interest of all stakeholders.
In summary, we are currently standing at the precipice of a new revolution in science, one brought to
us through advanced computational capabilities, and large heterogeneous data. Data science has
emerged as a burgeoning new field of research that spans disciplines and domains. We, as spatial
scientists, now have the opportunity to establish Spatial Data Science as its own field of research
focused on the spatial relationships within and between these data. We are faced with the
monumental task of looking across disciplines to bring together scientists, industry, and governments
with the common goal of speaking the same methodological languages, educating, collaborating, and
pushing the boundaries of science. I, for one, look forward to the challenge.
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Nara’s research interests focus on Geographic Information Science, spatiotemporal data analytics,
geo-computation approaches, agent-based modeling and complex adaptive systems, applied to study
human mobility, urban dynamics, and interdisciplinary fields. In recent years, his research works has
been supported by National Science Foundation, National Institute of Health, and California Air
Resource Board to apply GIScience and geo-computation for: supporting spatial decisions under
emergency evacuation; identifying strategies to build capacity for geo-computational thinking in
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Challenges in Spatial Data Science and
GeoComputation for Human Dynamic Research

T

he increasing adaptation and usage of location aware mobile technologies, sensor devices, and
ubiquitous cyberinfrastructure in everyday life generate a massive amount of data about space,
place, and human activity dynamically over time. Open data initiatives and citizen-based sensing via
web/mobile/social media platforms further enable access to a large amount of fine-granular and
individual-scale data, which were not available in the past. This provides opportunities for researchers
to explore and discover spatial and spatiotemporal knowledge about human dynamics that is buried
in very large, high-dimensional, and complex datasets. Human dynamics is a transdisciplinary
research field that focuses on the understanding of dynamic patterns, relationships, narratives,
changes, and transitions of human activities, behaviors, communications, and environments. Human
dynamics research benefits from the availability of big geospatial data leading to a data-driven
geospatial scientific, purely inductive and emergent forms of analysis that data to speak for itself
(Kitchin, 2014; Kwan, 2016). With the technological advancements and big geospatial data availability,
researchers can now trace, monitor, map, analyze and model the spread of human and social
movements, disease outbreaks, nature hazards, crime incidents, and popular events; however, there
exist notable challenges including but not limited to issues with high-performance computing, large
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geospatial data management, biases, privacy and ethics, data and algorithm uncertainties,
heterogeneous data integration, and education (Evans et al., 2019; Kwan, 2016; Nara, Tsou, Yang, &
Huang, 2018; Tsou, 2015). This position paper highlights four challenges to move forward with human
dynamics research utilizing new technologies and big geospatial data.
One of key challenges is related to data uncertainty. In spite of the emerging new research
opportunities to produce spatial and spatiotemporal knowledge by utilizing big geospatial data, most
of these data are not the output of instruments designed to produce valid and reliable data amenable
for scientific analysis (Lazer, Kennedy, King, & Vespignani, 2014). For example, the quality of location
information in social media data can be controlled by end users, which makes researchers challenging
to know the level of uncertainty. In case of Instagram, a location of an Instagram post is selected by a
user based on a list of nearby point of interests (POIs) provided by Instagram; therefore, a user can
easily manipulate his/her location. There also exist quite a few web tools and mobile applications to
fake location information. While a user may decide to fake (or spoof) location to protect individual’s
geo-privacy, few studies have discussed and incorporated location spoofing in the existing GIScience
literature (Zhao & Sui, 2017). Our recent research project also discovered that emission source data
published from a governmental agency in Mexico include data with large locational inaccuracies.
Related to data uncertainty, algorithm uncertainty is another challenge. Kwan (2016) questioned that
big data-driven research ignores the potentially significant influence of algorithms on research results,
and thus geographic knowledge generated with big data might be more of an artifact of the
algorithms used than the data itself. For example, Fischer (2014) mapped six billion geo-tagged
tweets and observed a banding phenomenon, where the original tweet locations tend to align with
the closest latitude or longitude, suggesting that tweet locations might have been fuzzed by Twitter
through snapping them to the closest latitude or longitude to prevent people’s exact locations being
disclosed. Researchers often do not have access to, or even do not know about such algorithms being
used by data providers who generate, process, and provide their data through Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs). Moreover, in order to deal with big data, algorithms are increasingly
implemented as computerized procedures, and they become increasingly detached from and less
visible to researchers who use them (Kwan, 2016). Consequently, such algorithms introduce greater
uncertainty and potentially result in significant differences in research findings. Hence, it is crucial to
examine and evaluate the validity of data and algorithms in order for maximizing the utility of big
geospatial data.
The integration of heterogeneous data from multiple sources is a way of producing new insights. In
particular, quantitative and qualitative data integration plays a key role to enrich spatial data analytics.
In the era of big data, a wide variety of data is available from public and private sector organizations
as well as citizens via internet and social media. However, data analytics that focuses only on
numerics and algorithm are not enough to study 360-degree of human activity or relationship that
includes unforeseeable factors (Shacklett, 2015). New data analytics frameworks and methodologies
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are needed to solve data integration issues such as scales (e.g., big vs small), formats (e.g., relational
vs object-based), types (e.g., quantitative vs qualitative), and biases.
Last but not least, with the increasing demand for spatial computational (or geocomputational) skills
in spatial data science research and industry, the development of effective learning pathways toward
geocomputationally intensive jobs is prominent (Dony
et al., 2019). This new demand requires
interdisciplinary domain knowledge in spatial statistics
and analysis, geocomputational skills (or hacking
skills), and substantive expertise (Figure 1). Two key
challenges on spatial data science and
geocomputation education are (1) the need for
educational cross collaborations between Geography
and Computer Science to cultivate spatial and
computational thinking; and (2) inclusiveness and
diversity to broaden participation in the context of
computational geography.
Figure 1. Spatial data science Venn diagram modified from Conway’s data science Venn diagram (Conway, 2010).
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I

Setting the Spatial Data Science Agenda

n this position paper, I separately consider research and curriculum topic points related to spatial
data science. For research, I describe my work and interest in spatially informed machine learning,
particularly deep learning. For curriculum, I examine the role spatial data analysis can play in data
science programs.
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Research
Enabled by large datasets and increased computational power, deep learning is transforming domains
within computer science such as computer vision as well as beyond such as in the physical and
environmental sciences. However, most deep learning models are purely data-driven and do not take
into account knowledge about the data or processes that generate it. It is with particular interest that
I read the comment in the symposium call about how recent work “has shown that spatially-explicit
machine learning methods substantially outperform more general data [approaches?] when applied
to spatial data even though this spatial component may seem of secondary importance at first
glance.” As a computer scientist who develops novel machine learning algorithms for spatial data, I
try to incorporate knowledge of the data or processes into my models. However, this is a particularly
difficult challenge in the era of deep learning due to the black-box nature of the models. It is not
obvious how to incorporate domain knowledge into the models. Spatially informed deep learning is
currently a major focus of my research group at UC Merced.
Prior to deep learning, the state-of-the-art in computer vision for automated image understanding
was based on local invariant features. Instead of analyzing the image as a whole, only the salient
regions were considered. Image features (descriptors) were extracted from these regions and
quantized so that the image could be represented as a bag of visual words (BOVW) similar to
representing a text document as a bag of, say, English words. However, the spatial relationship
between the visual words was lost. I therefore developed a technique termed spatial pyramid cooccurrence which characterizes both the absolute and relative spatial arrangements of the visual
words[1,2]. The proposed model captures the spatial concepts of scale and distance. I showed the
model not only outperformed the state-of-the-art in land use classification in overhead imagery but
also improved performance on general computer vision problems such as object and scene
classification.
More recently, I have investigated how spatial domain knowledge can be incorporated into deep
learning models. One approach is to use location as a key to fuse different data sources for input to a
model. My group has used this framework to combine aerial imagery with road maps to improve the
semantic segmentation of the imagery (assigning a semantic class to each pixel). This can of course be
extended to combine all sorts of spatial data. Another approach is to modify the loss function during
model training to penalize, for example, the adjacent assignment of land cover/use classes that rarely
appear next to each other.
The approaches above, though, do not make fundamental changes to the model architecture. This is
the current focus of my most advanced PhD student. We recently developed a geospatially guided
neural network (GeoNet) for improved overhead image segmentation. In this model, instead of
performing max pooling in order to downsample the feature maps during the encoding stage of an
encoder-decoder model, we perform hotspot analysis using the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic to decide
which values to propagate. The motivation here is that, when downsampling, the most informative
values should be propagated. The figure below shows the hotspot pooling layers in purple in a
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GeoNet that takes as input an overhead image and outputs a semantic segmentation of this image
into five classes: impervious surface, buildings, low vegetation, trees, and cars.

Our proposed GeoNet is shown to provide improved generalization over a traditional model.
Generalization here means the performance of a model trained on ground truth data from one
location when applied to another. Generalization is very important for scaling the analysis of
geospatial data and is a fundamental challenge in data-driven machine learning. We are currently
investigating other ways to incorporate spatial domain knowledge or analysis techniques into the
model architectures. Moving forward, this is critical to realizing the full potential of deep learning for
spatial data science.
Deep learning will remain a key component of data science at least in the near future and so there
are additional challenges which must be addressed. Deep learning models, due to their datadriven
and black-box nature, are typically difficult to interpret or explain and do not naturally provide
measures of uncertainty. There is a rich history of these concepts in the spatial data analysis
community and so, moving forward, there are great opportunities for synergy between the machine
learning and GIScience communities in the context of spatial data science.

Curriculum
Data science programs in the form of undergraduate and graduate degrees, certificated, minors, etc.
are appearing at educational institutions across the US. A discussion is needed on the role spatial data
science can play in these programs. The 2018 Envisioning the Data Science Discipline: The
Undergraduate Perspective: Interim Report[3] by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine does not identify spatial data analysis or thinking as key concepts for data science
training but instead implicitly considers them as domain-specific considerations. But, should this be
the case? Is there something fundamental yet unique about spatial data and thinking that require
they be more central components of data science curriculum? The GIScience community needs to
discuss and put forward a position on this.
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T

It’s the Spatial Data Science, stupid!1

he long-standing debate of whether Geographic Information Science (GIScience) is a Science or
not (Goodchild, 1992; Reitsma, 2012) has made me think about two questions, namely “why do
we care?” and more importantly “why don’t we strive for something bigger?” With the latter I am
implicitly considering Spatial Data Science. Why? Because GIScience is only a part—although an
important one—of the big picture that encompasses space and spatial data at a wide spectrum of
scales. For this big picture we need Spatial Data Science, including its representations, models, and
analysis methods. These are essential for solving many of the world’s challenging problems, which do
A snowclone based on the phrase “The economy, stupid,, which James Carville coined as a campaign strategist of Bill
Clinton’s successful 1992 presidential campaign (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It’s_the_economy,_stupid).

1
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not only occur at the geographic scale, e.g., in the domains of mobility, transport, or climate.
Examples are manifold, such as in particle physics (creating quantum computers), biology (human
genome), or cognitive science (simulating and modeling the human brain). Spatial Data Science is an
interdisciplinary endeavor—in fact, one has a hard time thinking of disciplines and domains that
should or could not be a part of it—and I find it both necessary and exciting to set an interdisciplinary
research agenda that strongly integrates theory, methods, and practice.
Spatial Data Science gives and takes. Being truly interdisciplinary, it certainly draws knowledge, and
utilizes methods and insights from other fields, but it also enhances and widens these. Geostatistics
with its focus on spatial and spatio-temporal data sets is an early example. It resulted from applying
mathematical statistics to the spatial evaluation of mineral resources for mining purposes (Krige,
1951). Spatial dependency, famously expressed through Tobler’s First Law of Geography (Tobler,
1970), is now the basis for solving different problems in hydrology, oceanography, or epidemiology.
The recently unprecedented acquisition of spatial data—made possible by the rapid progress of
computing, communication, and information technologies—has also led to the application of various
machine learning methods in diverse “spatial disciplines,” such as geography, transportation science,
or environmental science (Raubal, Wang, Guo, Jonietz, & Kiefer, 2018). On the one hand, machine
learning is applied to spatial big data in CyberGIS analytics, for spatio-temporal outlier and anomaly
detection, and for predicting human spatial behavior. On the other hand, Spatial Data Science
contributes to machine learning by proposing methods for spatio-temporal modeling and context
integration to achieve better results and higher performance. For example, in the area of mobility and
transport, it has recently been demonstrated how graph convolutional neural networks (GCNs) can be
used for imputing human activity purposes from GPS trajectory data (Martin et al., 2018). Multiple
personalized graphs were utilized to model human mobility behavior and to embed a large variety of
spatio-temporal information and structure in the graphs’ weights and connections. These graphs
served as input to the GCNs, which in turn exploited such structure.
I also find it fascinating how spatio-temporal analysis methods that were developed for a particular
geographic domain can be transferred to and utilized in other domains and for different scales. Take,
for example, computational movement and trajectory analysis. As defined in (Andrienko et al., 2011),
movement data involve geographical space, time, objects in space, and multidimensional attributes. A
comprehensive set of methods for computational movement analysis has been developed over time,
which allow for trajectory clustering, similarity measurement, movement prediction, or interpolation.
But movement data does not necessarily come from geographic space. Studying visual attention and
its connection to cognitive processes often happens by analyzing eye-tracking data (Kiefer,
Giannopoulos, Raubal, & Duchowski, 2017). More specifically, eye movement data allow for tracking
overt visual attention associated with a viewer’s point of gaze. Such data consist of fixations and
saccades, resulting in so-called scanpaths, which are similar to geographic movement trajectories, but
represented at a different scale. These trajectories also consist of pairs (s, t), having a particular
position s in space and t in time. The so-called spatial events in geographic trajectories are the
fixations in scanpaths. Applying known techniques from computational movement analysis, such as
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clustering, similarity measurement, or movement prediction, to the analysis of scanpaths will show if
such transfer works or whether these two domains require fundamentally different algorithms. In any
case, both Spatial Data Science and Cognitive Science will benefit from such methodological exchange.
In conclusion, I strongly believe that setting an interdisciplinary research agenda for Spatial Data
Science will benefit not only GIScience by extending its applicability and reach towards other
disciplines. It will also facilitate addressing and solving the grand challenges of our society. Therefore,
it’s the Spatial Data Science, stupid!
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Spatial Data Science beyond Absolute Space

patial data science “is concerned with the representation, modeling, and simulation of spatial
processes, as well as with the publication, retrieval, reuse, integration, and analysis of spatial
data” (http://spatial.ucsb.edu/2019/spatial-data-science-symposium). Although spatial data science
has been successfully applied in a wide range of disciplines, most spatial data science applications are
built on the concept of Newtonian absolute space, which assumes an immovable empty space that
can be filled with various objects. This absolute space approach is useful to represent, analyze, and
visualize many spatial phenomena in physical space; however, it is insufficient for human dynamics
research especially in the modern world. Recent technological advances have introduced many
important changes to how people carry out their activities and interactions and how modern urban,
economic, social, and political systems operate in an increasingly hybrid physical-virtual space that
can no longer be handled properly by conventional spatial data science based on the concept of
absolute space with Euclidean geometry and Cartesian coordinates.
Let’s consider how humans have been represented and processed in conventional spatial data
science. For example, conventional geographic information systems (GIS) often treat humans as an
aggregate number associated with a polygon or a grid cell, points on a map, or paths reflecting their
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trajectories over time. Spatial data science rarely considers humans as autonomous, intelligent
entities that possess not only locations and attributes but also behaviors, perceptions, feelings, and
thoughts related to spaces and places. Egenhofer and Mark (1995) suggest that naïve geography
“captures and reflects the way people think and reason about geographic space and time” (p. 4). They
further argue that future GIS can be built from the formal models of common-sense geographic world,
which can be used by average citizen in dayto-day tasks without receiving major training. In fact, they
suggest that “Naïve geography is also the basis for the design of intelligent GISs that will act and
respond as a person would” (Egenhofer and Mark, 1995, p. 2). To what extent can the
conceptualization of space and various models and methods in spatial data science today properly
capture and reflect the way people think and reason about geographic space and time? This paper
argues that we need to consider spatial data science beyond the concept of absolute space and bring
it closer to the way ordinary people think and reason about space.
Spatial data science based on the concept of absolute space is ill-equipped to capture human
dynamics that the physical and virtual, objective and subjective, territorial and topological worlds
are increasingly coupled and entangled for most human activities from local to global scales. Shaw
and Sui (2018) propose a multi-space GIScience
framework for human dynamics research (see the redcolor content in Figure 1). They argue that the current
practices are conceptually constrained due to their
confinement to absolute space and physical place. Shaw
and Sui (2019) recently extend their multi‐space
framework to a more inclusive space-place (splatial)
framework (Figure 1) in which they aim to encompass
multiple dimensions of both space and place and a
better way of understanding human dynamics through a
synergistic perspective of both space and place.
Figure 1. A space-place (splatial) GIScience
framework for human dynamics research.

Absolute space in the splatial framework is similar to Newton’s concept of absolute space that is
infinite and immovable and can exist independent of anything external. Newton, on the other hand,
considers relative space as some movable dimension or measure of the absolute space. Relative
space in the splatial framework is consistent with this definition and allows the origin of a Cartesian
coordinate system to move with a moving object (e.g., an autonomous vehicle that can constantly
detect the relative locations of objects in its surrounding environment). Relational space in the
splatial framework focuses on how things are related to each other. The location of each object in a
relational space is measured by its topological relationships to other objects. Social network graphs
are good examples of relational space since these graphs can be continuously transformed to other
shapes as long as their topological relationships are maintained. Mental space in the splatial
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framework is connected to the Kantian notion of space, which views the nature of space as a question
about the nature of the observer who can have his/her own perceived space of things and events in
the world. For example, a neighborhood could be perceived by some people as safe while other
people might perceive it as unsafe. Spatial data scientists who extract semantics from various types of
geospatial datasets are examples of going beyond absolute, relative, and relational space and moving
into mental space to gain deeper insights of human behavior and human perception. Story maps,
which tell a story with not only maps but also narrative texts, photos, videos, sounds, etc., also
indicate the limitations of conventional approaches and a need to express the feelings and
perceptions of a storyteller that cannot be accomplished by the concepts of absolute, relative, and
relational spaces alone. Humans, which are dynamic objects themselves, are at the center of the
splatial framework to replace locations as the central focus in conventional spatial data science. The
circle that connects all four spaces in Figure 1 indicates that transformations or linkages can be
performed among these four spaces such that they become an integrated, organic whole instead of
four separate, independent spaces.
In addition, this splatial framework associates each of the four conceptualizations of space with a
specific concept of place. First, absolute space is associated with the concept of location, which
suggests a specific position or site that can be conveniently represented by coordinates in absolute
space. Locale, which focuses on the situation rather than the site of an object, fits well with the
concept of relative space. In relational space our focus shifts to place identity instead of location or
locale since relational space is based on topological relations rather than specific locations. Mental
space, on the other hand, is associated with sense of place, which attempts to reflect what people
have in mind about a location, a locale, or a place identity that are associated with absolute space,
relative space, and relational space, respectively.
It is important to note that humans do not limit their views of space to absolute space or place as a
location. By transcending the absolute conceptualization of space, the splatial framework can expand
and enrich our conceptualization of space and place, thus making spatial data science more powerful
and useful to human dynamics research as well as research in the humanities and social sciences. I
look forward to having discussions and brainstorming ideas with other researchers at this Spatial Data
Science Symposium.
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D

Spatial Data Science Agenda: A Perspective

efinition: Spatial Data Science[1] is a transdisciplinary field that uses scientific methods,
processes, and algorithms to extract novel, useful, and non-trivial patterns and insights
from spatial or spatio-temporal data.

A Historic Example: Dr. John Snow plotted 1854 Cholera
locations on a street map of London (see Figure 1) and
noted that the incidents were concentrated in an area
around the Broad Street water pump. This led to a novel
insight quite different from the prevalent Miasama theory
positing that bad air caused Cholera. Formally, it provided a
scientific hypothesis, linking cholera to drinking water
contamination after the disease spread was checked after
removal of the pump-handle. Soon, controlled laboratory
experiments by Louis Pasteur’s in 1860s and Robert Koch in
Fig. 1. Snow's 1854 London Cholera Map
1880s provided strong evidence scientifically linking germs
and diseases. Useful applications ranged from the Snow’s 1849 recommendation that water
be “filtered and boiled before it is used” to Pasteur’s method to screen silk-worm eggs for
infections to Joseph Lister’s procedures in 1870s for medical and surgical sanitation. It also
prompted cities to the create sewer systems to protect drinking water.
Figure 2 shows the science aspects of spatial data science using four steps. John Snow
collected and curated the locations of Cholera in London and discovered the hotspot pattern,
i.e., high concentration of disease, in an area around Broad Street water pump yielding a
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hypothesis. Subsequent work by Louis Pasteur tested the hypothesis using controlled
experiments. Robert Koch developed criteria for scientifically demonstrating that a disease is
caused by a particular organism bolstering the Germ Theory.

Fig. 2. Scientific Methods

What has changed? Many things have changed since the historic example described in Figure 1. First,
the volume of data has increased by orders of magnitude. John Snow collected only a few hundred
cases of a single disease for a small geographic area in London. Today, the Center for Disease Control
collects reports of many infectious diseases from large geographic areas spanning the United States.
Many other countries collect similar data and pool it together for studying diseases which may
spread rapidly across country boundaries. In addition, geo-spatial data has grown tremendously with
a large number of layers providing opportunities for understanding environmental impacts of a large
number of factors. Beyond public health, spatial data has transformed our lives by improving
monitoring of global weather and agriculture for early warning of hurricanes and inclement weather
as well as food shortage risks due to crop stresses or failures. Further, with 2 billion receivers in use
for location and time services, the GPS has become a critical infrastructure for the world economy
for use cases ranging from precision agriculture to navigation to ride sharing to smart cities.
John Snow made the map by hand in 1854. However, today map makers increasing use computer
hardware and software to make maps. Popular software such as ESRI ArcGIS provide tools to quickly
create many types of maps after querying and summarizing relevant subsets of spatial data from
spatial database management systems such as Oracle Spatial which provide common spatial data
types (e.g., points, line-strings, polygons) as well as spatial indexing methods (e.g., R-tree). In addition,
discipline of spatial statistics is maturing providing new methods to deal with unique geospatial
challenges such as spatial auto-correlation, spatial variability, edge effects, etc. There are insights
about modifiable areal unit problem suggesting that results of A Position Paper for the 2019 Spatial
Data Science Symposium (Setting the Spatial Data
Science Agenda) many statistical methods may be
altered by choice of spatial partition boundary. The
computing eco-system (e.g., Hadoop, SpatialHadoop,

GPGPUs) has evolved to provide substantial
compute power to support increased computational
needs of spatial statistical methods such as
algorithms to estimate parameters of spatial autoregression models or to reduce spurious chance
patterns leveraging Monte Carlo simulations.
Fig. 3. SatScan output for London Cholera Data
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Spatial statistical software, e.g., SatScan[2], is available to quickly identify (circular) disease
hotspots from very large data sets while filtering out chance patterns. Further, such spatial
data science is increasing being used in newer societal applications such as crime hotspot
detection. As a result, a large number of disciplines ranging from archaeology to
environmental sciences to public health to social sciences are encouraging their scholars and
practitioners to spatial data science methods.
Gap Analysis: The teaching and research in spatial data science is scattered across numerous
disciplines, departments and colleges, which use different names such as Remote Sensing, Spatial
Statistics, Spatial Databases, Spatio-temporal Informatics, Spatial Data Mining, Geo-Statistics,
Geomatics, GIS, etc. While such slicing and dicing works for insiders, it makes it very difficult for
broader audience from outside our field to access spatial data science knowledge. This is unfortunate
given the recent explosion in data science jobs as well as degrees on university campuses leading to
hundreds of graduate degrees and dozens of undergraduate degrees attracting a very large number
of students and employers. Lack of a cohesive view of spatial data science for the broad audience of
data science practitioners, students and scholars means lost opportunities for spatial data science to
reach out to new audience and attract new resources.
What is needed? The spatial data science community needs to come together to address the current
opportunity in context of the booming area of data science. One may consider the recent
statement[3] from the University Consortium for Geographic Information Science as a first step in this
direction. This statement has made data science leaders aware of the need to include spatial data
science content in their degrees. However, many say that they do not have resources (e.g., spatial
data science faculty members, courses, curricula) towards this. Thus, it will be timely for the spatial
data science community to explore ways to address this urgent need. It may start with design of
spatial data science courses and curricula at multiple levels. Perhaps, it may include a spatial data
science 101 course for all data science students to appreciate the special nature of spatial data and
be aware of commonly available methods and tools. At the next, level, one may design a small
number of courses for more interested data science students to either take a minor or specialize in
spatial data science area or sub-areas. It will also help to create pedagogical material to support such
courses at increasing number of spatial data science programs. Such material may include lecture
outlines, slides, lecture notes, and textbooks. It may also include educator training workshops and
activities. We also need to identify ways to help educational institutions without spatial data science
expertise in the short run by making spatial data science courses available and in the long run by
helping them identify and hire suitable faculty candidates.
This educational effort should be complemented by engagement in early stages of research to bring
resources to advance spatial data science research. For example, many countries are currently
starting research initiatives around Artificial Intelligence (AI) as illustrated by recent roadmap for AI
research in US[4]. It is important to articulate the spatial data science research topics which are critical
for success of AI.
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Movement Analysis: Extracting Information from Trajectories

“A

line is a dot that went for a walk”—this phrase conveys a simplistic perspective on
trajectories, and demonstrates that movement still is frequently recorded as traces, without
fully taking into account the transient characteristic of trajectories in space-time, requiring a different
approach to representation, analysis and visualization than polylines.
Trajectories not only include a temporal attribute at vertices, but at any particular time are
realized as a point location only, therefore being a transient feature. Sampling along a trace
creates a temporal instead of an ordinal sequence, allowing for spatiotemporal gradients and of
course rates of change in any other metric attributes.
Analysis of trajectories has gained interest and relevance due to the ubiquitous positional
recording devices and the resulting ease of data collection. Logistics, public transport, personal
mobility, exercise like running and many other activities generate enormous amounts of data,
clearly making the analysis of trajectories a big data analytics task based on adequate
representational models.
Trajectories also can be considered ‘the geometric dimension of relational geography’ (which is
dealing with measures from interaction, connections, flows, movement, transport, communication,
etc. via link analysis), complementing a ‘topological’ approach where only origins and destinations
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are considered. Established O-D techniques answer some questions, e.g., in the domain of
regionalization. O-D representations can be derived from trajectory data, but obviously not the
other way around.
Contrary to static data, trajectory relationships only exist in time—two intersecting traces do not
at all indicate that two moving features ever have met. Trajectories aggregated over time, though,
might well point to a persistent relationship between origins and destinations. Similarly, temporal
aggregation facilitates the identification of service areas or catchments through allocation
techniques.
A range of operational questions need addressing through suitable methodological approaches,
with several of these remaining open research tasks:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clustering (bundling) of trajectories
Identification of closest, average or maximum distance between trajectories in time-space
Gradients along trajectories, e.g., velocity
Trajectory relations on surfaces, e.g., inter-visibility
Impact of sampling intervals
Prediction of trajectories

Trajectories come in different dimensionalities, like 1D (e.g., trains), 2D (e.g., ships) or 3D (e.g.,
airplanes). Depending on the given degrees of freedom, measurements need to be aligned with
the respective reference frameworks. Similarly, linear referencing directly creates 1D movement
datasets.
A specific type of trajectory data results not from recorded mobilities, but from models based on
agents, or cost paths, or within networks. Whether used within a Monte Carlo context or a
straightforward predictive approach, results from model scenarios and multiple runs require
aggregation in order to generate actionable information from synthetic data.
Established aggregation methods frequently apply raster techniques exploring densities. While this
approach provides some quick and easy insights, much of the structural information contained in
trajectories is lost. Analytics therefore will have to retain the vector characteristics, much of this
based on earlier work on ‘moving objects databases’.
Analysis of recorded, current, intended or potential transport has enabled entirely new business
approaches, including ride sharing, sharing of vehicles, logistics optimization and network capacity
planning. Based on spatio-temporal pattern recognition and prediction, huge volumes of trajectory
data have to be managed in a way to allow quick insights. This is facilitated by novel approaches to
multidimensional indexing as part of a big data approach to movement records.
Early “time geography” research had focused on rather sparse sampled data, which by now has
been replaced by a flood of observations resulting in serious big data environments. As opposed to
traditional analyses of spatial data, near real time data streams play a key role. Instead of relying
on recorded and well structured data like in established analysis methods, trajectory analysis
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demonstrates significant strengths as a “live” monitoring methodology of societies’ and
economies’ dynamics.
In sum, a high degree of mobility of people, goods and data is a key characteristic of today’s
society. Traditional spatial analysis does not fully account for the temporal characteristics of
movement, too often representing these as simple tracks (polylines). Trajectory analysis poses a
number of specific research challenges, ranging from big data management to pattern recognition,
(movement) prediction and temporal enabling of established analytical operators. Obviously, this
is a core foundation for planning multimodal transport, implementation of optimized sharing
approaches and control of autonomous vehicles.
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Challenges in Spatial Data Science

U

nprecedented performance of deep learning algorithms in solving general computer science
tasks at the beginning of current decade has made such algorithms and techniques appealing
for scientists in many different disciplines to the point that deep learning and artificial intelligence in
general have been called “the new electricity.1” While this may sound bold at the moment, there is
no denying that machine learning has had huge impact on data science in particular. Geography and
GIScience are no exceptions and machine learning algorithms have extensively been used to solve
spatial problems recently. In this position paper, I will focus on applications of machine learning in
Spatial Data Science (SDS) and discuss two challenges that SDS faces because of the special nature of
spatial data and analysis.
The first challenge is a familiar one, but in a new form: the challenge of representation. Data
representation plays an important role in machine learning and representation learning models in
particular. Bengio et al (2013) state “the success of machine learning algorithms generally depends
on data representation, and this is because different representations can entangle and hide more or
less the different explanatory factors of variation behind the data.” In light of this, the vector versus
raster or field versus object dilemma in GIScience will, in my opinion, become an even bigger issue in
spatial data science. Creating optimal representations that are computationally sound on one hand,
and are able to capture the nuances of spatial data is a must in SDS era. Ironically, vector
representation is by far the most-commonly used in representation learning and data, from text data
to image and audio, are often represented as high-dimensional vectors. As an example in GIScience,
1

https://www.fast.ai/2016/10/11/fortune/
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place representations has been studied well both before and after deep learning boom. Yan et al.
(2017) proposed a place embedding based on word embedding to facilitate reasoning about place
types, but what would happen if one were to do the same for places on a map or an aerial image. Can
we think of place embeddings not based on the place-name, but based on the place as a concept?
Could such embedding be used in different applications to reason about places? These are questions
that lead me to think that we need a general approach to represent spatial features. The
omnipresence of vector representation in existing machine learning methods may mean that we are
bounded to vector representations for now, and this makes this challenge even more difficult: Are
vector representations able to sufficiently represent different phenomena and data types used in
spatial data?
The second challenge, which is an open problem in computer science, is to move from machine
learning to machine reasoning (Bottou, 2014). Deep learning approaches often struggle to perform
well on tasks with a compositional nature. They are also known to be sensitive to statistical priors and
are essentially correlation engines that “will hone in on any statistical, potentially spurious pattern
that allows them to model the observed data more accurately” (Hudson & Manning, 2018). Therefore
they are not able to perform inference and are not well-suited for problem solving tasks. Machines
reasoning, on the other hand, not only does provide (advanced) problem solving capabilities, but also
needs less training data to achieve a comparable performance. Performing inferences is of high
importance in spatial problem solving tasks such as spatial question answering where usually more
than one (spatial) operation is needed to answer a given question. Models that can reason spatially
could potentially learn geographic principles such as first law of geography from data and apply it in
solving problems.
In conclusion, spatial data science faces the same computational and theoretical challenges as data
science in general, as well as additional challenges that arise as a result of the geographic structure
and complexity of spatial data. Here, I mentioned two of these particular challenges that if addressed,
could open the door to a lot of opportunities in spatial data science.
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Integrating the Sociology of Space with
Geospatial Semantic Relation Properties for Data Graphs

S

ince at least 1980, spatial analysis methods and subfields of geographic information systems (GIS)
were critiqued by cultural geographers that their basis in Cartesian frameworks are incomplete.
Critiques of GIS and quantitative spatial analysis are predominantly epistemological. Some specific
points argued in the science literature were that that the technologies are based on data instead of
information; research interpretations were simplistic; and that the culture of techno-specialists fails
to accommodate marginalized voices. These critiques bolstered mitigating movements such as Public
Participation GIS, Volunteered Geographic Information, and the GeoWeb. However, Critical GIS
remained a mostly conceptual practice, lacking a means of connecting objectives to the formal
computational environment (Schuurman 2006).

The movement to incorporate multiple representations of the same reality pushed geographic
information science (GIScience) toward the study of ontologies (Winter 2001; Peuquet 2002). The
dual nature of applied ontologies, namely their ability to accommodate diverse viewpoints and
simultaneously act as “boundary object” to be debated so that they reflect a commonly agreed reality
(Harvey and Christman 1998) rests primarily on expressions of semantics, relations, and contexts.
Research in this area has evolved to include a body of work called geospatial semantic technology
that is poised to have a significant impact on GIScience. Semantic technology based on graph data
models articulates and addresses the conceptual and formalizes approaches of geographic ontology.
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Triple graphs support semantic specification that are responsive to epistemological and ontological
aspects of geographic concepts because of specific technical characteristics. The flexibility of the data
model, the triple, also called tuple, offers an easy way to convert data from various types and sources
for easy reuse of legacy investments, incorporate new data that doesn’t conform to any predetermined design, and reduce data duplication, because objects can have any number of property
relations to other entities. Subgraphs can be used as patterns, constraints, semantic classifications,
and other semantic structures and are as easily created as typing a text file. Graphs are often used as
an integrative technology—a “glue”—to connect complex chains of processing steps where manual
intervention is often required at the cost of information loss. Web Ontology Language (OWL) and
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) support relationship discovery that is intuitively
tractable for automatic code generation and interface building. Because SPARQL matches each part
of the triple pattern to the graph database, custom extracts and specialized queries are easier
because processing skips long chains of table “relates” to search and retrieve data. Reasoning
technology such as SPARQL not only utilizes advanced techniques, but also contributes back to them
by identifying contradictory logical propositions in knowledge tools, and in other ways. Instead of
scaling through partitioning of data, semantic technology scales by exchanging information across
endpoints across the world.
The responsiveness of semantic technology to users and communities may potentially address issues
posed by earlier critical analyses of the broad field of GIS, but this responsiveness seems to others to
introduce human bias in knowledge information these systems support. Research is underway in
techniques to resolve differences, either by ontology alignments, upper-level frameworks based on
philosophical realism, or other formal structures. These integrative structures depend on the design
of relations to be effective. For GIS, relations are typically identified as location, geometry, and
topology. One challenge is modeling socially constructed spatial relations. The myriad methods by
which humans organize space and corresponding data are severely constrained by geospatial data
models (Sinton 1978). Spatial relations as defined by geometry are mechanistic and quantified.
Euclidean geometry captures ‘‘only limited and highly abstracted aspects of geometry and space’’
(Frank and Mark 1991, 149).
Drawing on theoretical analyses from critical GIS, spatial linguistics, and geography, socially
constructed relations are different from geometric relations in systematic ways. Spatial regions are
made and unmade by social processes that are the ontological relations hidden by simplistic
geometric representations but modified by the material world (Wikipedia 2019). Massey (1999)
postulated that such relations are characterized by faster and more humanly observable temporal
aspects, involving representations of initial conditions, history of adaptation, and outcomes. Ostis
(2015) linked sociospatial relations with geometric relations, as with distance and familiarity,
boundaries and identities, and density and attraction. This description of socially constructed spatial
relations may seem to be synonymous with “environment.” The environment is what surrounds or
sets conditions within which an entity operates; spatial relations are required for entities to exist and
operate in those environments. A more ontological approach to spatial relations research suggests a
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closer examination of semantics of places and contributes to improved semantic expression of not
only “where” things are, but also “why.”
Analyses whether ontology modeling can represent social spatial concepts with databases of
instances, especially involving information inheritance, inference, and context, are few or nonexistent. A current study at the USGS posits that socially constructed spatial relations address
concepts of interactions instead of intersections, human/tool agents instead of physical processes,
and broader ranges of geographical outcomes. The hypothesis is that social space can be represented
by using patterns of logic relations between sets of entities. The data corpus of spatial relations was
extracted from geographic term definitions. The relations were further analyzed as primitives using
Case Grammar Matrix models. These findings are being related to other vocabularies such as Web
Ontology Language (OWL) properties or Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL). This approach allows a
broad range of natural language terms to instantiate ontology sub-types, while supporting inferences
to study their logical implications.
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A Plea for Statistical Analyses
of Geosimulation Model Projections
The model development cycle

S

patial data science is concerned with the development of methods to gain understanding of the
processes in a certain system, and to project the potential future state of this system. The two
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aims of gaining process understanding and making projections are strongly related in an iterative
manner (e.g., van Vliet et al., 2016), as explained in the following. Process understanding, stemming
from either existing theories or the analysis of historical data, allows for the formulation of a
conceptual model of the system. The conceptual model can be translated into a computational
model that simulates the system dynamics over space and time, a so-called geosimulation model.
When this geosimulation model is run for a historical period, the simulated system state (model
output) can be compared with the observed system state (empirical data). The interpretation of the
inevitable differences between the two, may lead to enhanced process understanding, such that the
conceptual model can be adapted, and the next iteration can start.

Uncertainty quantification—stochastic modelling vs. model ensembles
Irrespective of the number of iterations carried out, a geosimulation model always remains (and
should remain - cf. Occam’s Razor) a simplification and thereby an inexact representation of the
corresponding real-world system. Broadly speaking, two approaches are in use 1 to account for the
uncertainty resulting from this. The first approach is to define the processes probabilistically in the
geosimulation model and to perform error propagation with the resulting stochastic model to
quantify the uncertainty in the model outcomes (e.g., Verstegen et al., 2016). The second approach is
to pick a set of separate discrete models that represent a set of possible process descriptions and
perform multi-model ensemble runs to build a set of outcomes (e.g. Alexander et al., 2017). So, both
approaches result in a distribution of model outcomes that represents, for one or multiple variables,
a range of potential values and their probabilities given the model inputs and the current knowledge
about the system.
Scenario-thinking
For many systems, especially the systems humans may influence or steer, one is interested in not
one future system state, but a set of future states related to a set of story lines. The quantitative
descriptions of these storylines are called scenarios. Scenario-thinking has become common in the
last two decades, particularly through the climate change mitigation scenarios developed over
several successive IPCC reports (e.g. IPCC, 2014). A scenario analysis with a stochastic model (and
error propagation) or a model ensemble thus results in a set of model outcome distributions, i.e. one
distribution for each scenario (Figure 1).

The problem
Unfortunately, model outcome distributions are not used to the fullest at the moment. At best, the
median (or worst, the mean), and minimum and maximum (or xth and yth percentile values) are
reported, as in Figure 1. Firstly, this does not give the full picture, and secondly, end users (e.g. policy
makers) typically do not know what to do with three values per scenario, and are therefore likely to
resolve to using the median c.q. mean only. Thereby valuable uncertainty information is discarded.

Although uncertainty quantification methods are in frequent use in the physical modelling domains (climate science,
hydrology, etc.), they are only sporadically used in social science domains (land use change, urban dynamics, etc.).

1
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Figure 1: GHG emission pathways 2000-2100: All AR5 scenarios, taken from Figure SPM.11a (IPCC, 2014).

Towards a solution
Though error propagation modelling and model ensemble usage are relatively new approaches, that
were boosted by the ever increasing computing capacities, the more general situation of having one
or more outcome distributions is certainly not new. Scientific domains that deal with experiments,
the collection of data samples, or user studies have a developed a wide range of statistical methods
to derive information from one or more distributions of values of a certain variable. I want to argue
that these methods offer the geosimulation modelling community an excellent opportunity to get
more information and more usable answers out of stochastic models and model ensembles.
Here, I will give two examples of how questions that may arise from Figure 1 can be answered with
statistical methods stemming that have their origin in the analysis of experimental data. One may
ask: How certain can we be (or can we be at least X% certain) that we will reach annual GHG
emissions of zero or less in 2100 in the light blue scenario? Furthermore, since the ranges of the light
blue and dark blue scenario outputs seem to overlap a great deal, one may also ask: Does the light
blue scenario (that requires more effort) result in mean emissions that are significantly lower than
the mean emissions of the dark blue scenario in 2100? If the answer is no, we might not need to
bother to spend the extra money that the light blue scenario requires.
Neither of these two questions can be answered with only mean, minimum and maximum of the
output distribution from the model ensemble. The modellers, who have the full output distribution,
can compute the exceedance probability with respect to 0 gigatonne CO2-equivalent per year, and
thereby answer the first question. The second question pertains to hypothesis testing. The question
is analogous to a very common question in e.g. medical research: Does the treatment group
outperform the control group? A wide range of methods is available to answer this type of question.
A t-test may be used in case the output distributions match the conditions for a parametric test.
Otherwise, non-parametric alternatives, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, may be applied.
Furthermore, in case one wants to compare multiple scenarios among each other, an ANOVA with
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post-hoc test may be exploited (Basso et al., 2009). To the best of my knowledge, none of this is
currently being done with geosimulation model projections.
Therefore, I argue that the spatial data science community should look into the applicability of
statistical methods to geosimulation model output distributions, especially in the context of scenario
analysis. Some methods and tests may be directly applicable whereas others may need to be adapted.
Some may be applicable to model ensembles (usually containing a low number of realizations, e.g. 7),
but not to the outputs of error propagation modelling (usually yielding a very high number of
realizations, e.g. 10 000), or the other way around. The ultimate goal would be a set of transferrable
statistical methods to evaluate geosimulation model output distributions, accompanied by guidelines
to pick the right method for the type of model, type of uncertainty quantification method, and type
of scenario. A bonus of such statistical methods is that the added value of uncertainty analysis
becomes more concrete, which may convince domains in the geosimulation community in which
uncertainty analysis is not practiced at this moment, to start doing so.
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S

Perspective

ociety has a very ambitious vision of building smart interconnected cities through the Internet of
Things (IoT). Research on Spatial Data Science must address a variety of new challenges that
relate to the reproducibility of its results since they are often generated by complex analytical
workflows. Over the past year, we have worked on developing and evaluating analytical workflows
using our Analytics Everywhere framework, which encompasses the edge-fog-cloud continuum to
support streaming analytics for maximizing the potential new insights from IoT data streams.
Currently, our framework consists of three components that can be considered as the main criteria to
take into account in order to determine whether an edge-fog-cloud environment is required by an IoT
application in smart cities. They can be described as follows:
• Resource capability: This element consists of organizing distributed computational nodes
(i.e., cloud, fog and edge nodes) that will provide a message broker, data link, IoT device
connector, data flow editor, parser, Machine Learning (ML) libraries , in-memory data storage
and power for the execution of streaming tasks. Geographically adjacent compute nodes
deployed at the edge, fog and cloud will be usually connected through a plethora of
communication networks.
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• Analytical capability: This element selects the best practice methods/algorithms for the
orchestrated execution of analytical tasks that are vital to meet the requirements of IoT
applications. The compute nodes are needed to perform a priori known analytical tasks to
collect, contextualize, process and analyze data from IoT devices.
• Data life-cycle: This component describes the changes that data streams go through during
the execution of analytical tasks. We expect many types of data life-cycles depending on the types
of analytical tasks and compute nodes needed by an IoT application.

But the questions still remain: Are these components enough to build a streaming learning
platform for supporting Spatial Data Science? Would it be different with AI in the near future?
Streaming analytics for IoT data is still in its infancy and IoT applications usually require algorithms
that must work within limited resources (time and memory). Some open-source frameworks for IoT
data stream analytics are being developed including MOA, SAMOA, and skit-multiflow using only
streaming processors. Our proposed learning architecture is a step forward in finding a unique
solution that combines the advantages of different computational resources into an integrated
edge-fog-cloud fabric that is capable of capturing, managing, processing, analyzing, and visualizing
IoT data streams. This fabric of computational resources is designed to work towards an
asynchronous approach for supporting our Analytics Everywhere ecosystem making the
development, deployment, and maintenance more pragmatic and scalable. By breaking down the
processing and analytical capabilities into a network of streaming tasks and distributing them into an
edge-fog-cloud computing environment, our proposed architecture can support streaming
descriptive, diagnostic, and predictive analytics. A single computational resource (e.g., cloudGIS) is
not sufficient to support all analytical capabilities that are needed for IoT applications, considering
computing power, data stream management, storage and communication networks. We also do not
expect that one IoT architecture will fit all IoT applications. More research is need to evaluate our
understanding of the existing data lifecycles in smart cities.
From a conceptual perspective, an Analytics Everywhere framework can play an important role in
exploring data streams in time and space. Time is an important dimension of this framework, and
different approaches have been proposed in the literature to handle unbounded data streams,
including landmark windows, sliding windows, and tilted windows. In contrast, the space dimension
has been neglected so far, even though data streams are being generated over large geographical
areas with fine spatial granularity. We are just unfolding how streaming descriptive analytics actually
works. More research efforts are needed to support streaming diagnostic and predictive analytics.
From an implementation perspective, an Analytics Everywhere platform will require (1) a pre- built
connector that supports data connectivity to communicate with several devices, (2) a low-latency
database for storing data streams, and (3) high-performance processing for supporting the
automated tasks. The technological challenge is to design an architecture that can perform
analytical tasks without human intervention (e.g., an event from an IoT device triggers an analytical
task), and at the same time, cope with the transportation of unbounded data streams where the
data rate may overwhelm the processing power of this platform.
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It is indisputable that IoT in smart cities will produce a large amount of high-speed streamed and
heterogeneous data that poses challenges to performing management, processing, analysis, and
visualization tasks within an acceptable time. The Spatial Data Science Symposium will be a discussion
forum to advance our community conversation.
This position paper contains information from previous published papers:
Cao H. and Wachowicz, M. (2019). The design of an IoT-GIS platform for performing automated analytical tasks.
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems 74: 23–40.
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Have I Been a Data Scientist from the Start?

I

n the early 1990s the author came of age as the technology driving the geographic information
system or GIS was beginning to successfully “handle” geospatial data at a range of scales and
formats, and a wide array of information technology products emerged from an expanding GIS
industry. However, that small community struggled to reflect the diverse research efforts at play in
understanding the deeper issues surrounding geospatial data, and the impediments to that effective
use of that data. It was from this need that geographic information science or GIScience arose, to
ensure in part that GIS did not fall into the trap of being a technology in search of applications, a onetime, one-off, non-intellectual “bag of tricks” with no substantive theory underpinning it, and suitable
only for a static period of time (e.g., Goodchild, 1992). The community has since debated the issue of
"tool versus science” which has also played a role in defining GIS as an actual profession. In turn, GIS
has contributed to “methodological versus substantive” questions in science, leading to
understandings of how the Earth works versus how the Earth should look. In the author's experience,
the multidimensional structuring and scaling data, with integrative and innovative approaches to
analyzing, modeling, and developing extensive and spatial data from selected places on land and at
sea, have revealed how theory and application are in no way mutually exclusive, and it may often be
application that advances theory, rather than vice versa.
Increasingly, both the system and science of geographic information have welcomed strong
collaborations among computer scientists, information scientists, and domain scientists to solve
complex scientific questions. As such, they have paralleled the emergence and acceptance of “data
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science.” And now that we are squarely in an era of regional- to global-scale observation and
simulation of the Earth, produce data that are too big, move too fast, and do not fit the structures
and processing capacity of conventional database systems, the author reflects on the potential of the
GIS/GIScience world to contribute to the training and professional advancement of data science.
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The Missing Parts from Location-Based Social Media:
Who, Where, When, and What

R

esearchers have defined location-based social media (LBSM) as “Social Network Sites (SNS) that
include location information”(Roick and Heuser 2013). LBSM has been widely used as potential
resources to characterize social perceptions of places and to model human activities in various
applications. However, like other types of big geo-data, LBSM data have various data quality issues,
such as accuracy, precision, completeness, and representativeness. Different LBSM tend to attract
certain population groups and support the sharing of particular content, making them limited in data
representation (Golub and Jackson 2010). In other words, biased sampling (e.g., demographically,
spatially, temporally, and semantically) naturally leads to data representativeness issues. If LBSM data
are applied to decision-making in city services, understanding the sampling biases of such data is
critical for implementing better policies or management practices. This study discusses the
representativeness of LBSM data and their impacts on human activity modeling from
sociodemographic, spatiotemporal, and semantic perspectives. The main objective is providing a
framework to examine the sampling biases of LBSM and their limitations when applied to city services.
First, LBSM users are not a random sample in terms of their social, economic and demographic
background (Golub and Jackson 2010). Naturally, such demographic biases may impact the reliability
of applying LBSM to urban services. Previous research either conducted user surveys or harvested
user profiles or posts to infer their demographics (Longley and Adnan 2016). Despite the challenges in
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mitigating LBSM demographic biases, it still provides a valuable data source for smart city applications.
Salganik (2018) pointed out that even though social scientists are more used to probabilistic random
samples from a well-defined population, nonrepresentative data can still provide valuable insights,
especially in the exploratory stage of outlier patterns and causations. Therefore, if city officials were
to rely on nonrepresentative social media data to engage a broader audience in urban planning and
infrastructure renovation, it would be important to identify suitable research questions. For example,
it is feasible to answer questions like “Are there abnormal spatial clusters in the city during a musical
festival?” based on LBSM data; however, questions like “What is the average number of people
impacted by Hurricane Harvey in each county?” requires more representative data and cannot be
answered solely based on social media data.
Second, studies have demonstrated that check-in data tend to cluster in certain areas and times,
causing an biased profiling of activities across space and through time (Sloan et al. 2015). For example,
it is more likely for users to post during holidays and at special events. Bawa-Cavia (2011) identified
social hubs (i.e., where social media users are more likely to generate a high density of activities) in
London, New York, and Paris. Hence, there are inherent biases and representativeness issues in the
spatio-temporal data acquired from LBSM. The “where” and “when” challenges are beyond simple
sampling biases. Locations and time stamps from LBSM data may have different levels of accuracy;
space-based geotagged posts with precise x- and y-coordinates are more accurate than place-based
posts using a descriptive of or reference to a loosely-defined location. For example, “Houston” can
refer to its downtown area, the centroid of the city, or anywhere within the city limit as determined
by that social media platform.
Third, semantic biases from LBSM are also worth noting. The content of social media is closely related
to the functionalities and characteristics of each SNS platform. Inevitably, various biases exist when
conducting sentiment analysis, public opinion collection, and topic extraction from such datasets.
Instead of expressing opinions on public matters such as traffic, politics, or urban planning, social
media users are more willing to publicly discuss topics related to their personal life (e.g., leisure
activities) (Lansley and Longley 2016). Hence, if policy makers aim to collect opinions on city services,
it is crucial to understand the nature, popularity, and associated sentiment of various topics on social
media.
It is important to note that the above limitations are often inseparable. For example, SNS tend to
attract young people, who have their own preferred check-in locations and topics to discuss on social
media. In other words, user-sampling bias is the foundation of social media biases. In the meantime,
activities conducted by these users distribute unevenly across space and time. Furthermore, these
unevenly distributed activities also have different likelihoods of being posted to social media.
Therefore, we should consider the missing parts of LBSM in a synergistic way when developing city
services and other geospatial applications.
Despite a lack of solutions to fully address or quantify these deficiencies of LBSM data, there are
several ways to mitigate the potential problem. First, LBSM data can always be supplemented or
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corroborated by other data sources, such as census data and survey data, to improve the
representativeness of LBSM samples. Second, it is important to identify target user groups from SNS
data. Although user sample biases are inevitable, researchers can still extract the most representative
groups on different social media sites and design their research objectives according to the user
groups available. Third, due to the low spatio-temporal sampling resolution of LBSM data, it is
necessary to re-evaluate the validity of classic mobility models, measurements, and algorithms when
applied to such datasets.
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Zhai’s previous research expertise has applied state-of-the-art machine learning techniques with
geotagged big data to solve practical problems in planning and transportation. He is interested in
incorporating Natural Language Processing techniques with spatial analyses. For instance, in his
published work he has employed Place2vec to identify urban functional regions based on POIs
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2018.11.008). In addition, he has developed an approach,
Augmented Space-time-weighted Edit Distance, to extract the similarities between human activities
by comparing the human activities to natural sentences
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtrangeo.2019.05.003).
As a research assistant at the International Center for Adaptation Planning and Design at UF, Zhai’s
current research focuses on developing the near real-time system for human-hazard interaction
during a natural disaster by using geotagged social media data, images and human activity data. He is
working on using deep-learning approaches to extract situational awareness information from
geotagged Twitter data. He has also proposed a transfer learning-based model to quantify damage
levels in geotagged images and videos, testing the performance by using Google Street View after a
hurricane. To predict the real-time travel demand in high-resolution urban space during natural
disasters, he is developing a deep learning-based sequence model by considering the local event data
and real-time weather data.
Taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the Age of Artificial Intelligence, Zhai’s ultimate
research goal is to design automatic solutions for smart, sustainable, resilient cities. He will continue
his research in employing spatial data, spatial analysis approaches, and machine learning techniques
to analyze, monitor, and manage inclusive and resilient urban growth.

C

Detecting Disaster Damage based on Geotagged Images:
A Case Study of Google Street View Images

onventional damage assessment largely relies on remote sensing imagery because it has
the advantage of large-scale damage evaluation. However, it cannot reveal the profile
view of the streets to display damage from the perspective of the human eye. Recently,
though there have been studies employing Google Street View (GSV) images to display and
evaluate damage, they did not quantitatively measure the visual damage. To address this gap,
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we employed transfer learning based on the VGG 19 architecture and trained the labeled
“damage” and “no damage” images. We conduct an empirical study in Mexico Beach, Florida,
which was wiped out by Hurricane Michael in 2018. The result reveals the difference
between the damage perceived by human vision system and the damage identified by the
satellite image. This also demonstrates that previous methods on damage detection cannot
completely reveal the circumstance perceived by people. The techniques in this study can be
used as a near-real-time approach for FEMA or local response teams to quickly evaluate
damage severity once images or videos are taken.
1. Methodologies
The proposed approach generally contains four parts. (1) From the social media platform and Google
Images, we can crawl damage-related images and then label the dataset into two categories:
“damage” and “no damage.” (2) By fine-tuning the VGG 19 model (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014),
we can train the labeled training set and evaluate the model performance based on the test set.
Specifically, in this work, two fine-tuned VGG 19 nets are proposed based on the Class Activation Map
(CAM) and gradient-weighted class activation map (grad-CAM) methods. (3) To show the damaged
area in the GSV image, CAM and grad-CAM are applied. Then, the damage severity can be calculated
based on the intensity channel of the GSV image. (4) We validate the results of the detected VD from
two aspects. First, we assess the detected VD in the GSV image by comparing it with manually
delineated damage. Second, we show the spatial distribution of the detected damage and overlay it
with remotely sensed imagery. Correlation analysis is applied for both evaluation steps.

2. Results
2.1 Validation of Visual Damage (VD) results
We trained the fine-tuned VGG 19 nets and tested the generalization ability in the test set. To localize
the damage region in the image, CAM and grad-CAM are incorporated with VGG 19 nets. For the
CAM-based architecture, the training accuracy in our experiment was 92.21±0.23, and the test
accuracy was 81.89±0.35. For the grad-CAM-based architecture, the training accuracy in our
experiment was 90.02±0.43, and the test accuracy was 78.12±0.55. We then applied the trained
models to predict all the GSV images captured in Mexico Beach.
To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach and compare the performance between CAM
and grad-CAM, we randomly selected 66 GSV images. Then, we manually delineated the damaged
area in each image, and the human annotated image was defined as the delineated damage map
(DDM). We used the percentage of the manually delineated area in the image as the damage value
for the DDM. Fig. 1 shows examples of the original GSV image, the automatic damage map (ADM)
derived from CAM, the ADM derived from grad-CAM, the DDM and the extraction of the delineated
damage area. Fig. 2 indicates the accuracy of damage detected in a single image.
To examine whether the VD is related to remotely sensed damage (RSD), we overlaid the spatial
distribution of VD with the RSD map. More specifically, the RSD was extracted based on the Hurricane
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Michael Imagery provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which
can be accessed via https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/storms/michael/index.html#7. At each sampled site,
we created five buffers with a radius from 10 m to 50 m. Then, we used the pixel number within the
buffer to represent the RSD. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients were applied to indicate the
relationship between VD and RSD (Table 1). The result indicates that the correlation coefficient
between DVL and RSD captured by 20 m buffered zones was the highest. In other words, damage
within the 20 m buffered zone was perceived the most in GSV in this study area. Compared to the
CAM, the correlation coefficient under grad-CAM was slightly weaker. In addition, the RSD in the 40
m and 50 m buffered zones were not significantly correlated with the VD.
2.2 Near-real-time Detection of the Disaster
The techniques introduced in this study can be used as a near-real-time approach for FEMA or local
response teams to quickly evaluate damage severity once images or videos are taken. The images or
videos can be taken by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or eyewitnesses. Once the deep learning
model is trained, the method requires 1.2 seconds to process a single geotagged image on average
and 5 minutes and 23 seconds to process this video. The video demonstrates that near-real-time
detection of damage can be achieved if data can be rapidly collected during a disaster event.

Fig.1 (a) Original image; (b) ADM derived from
(c) ADM derived from grad-CAM; (d) DDM

Fig.2 Correlations between ADM and DDM by CAM CAM
and grad-CAM models

Table 1. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between VD and RSD under different pitch parameters
Pearson’s correlation coefficients
Pitch
Buffer
CAM
Grad-CAM
Parameters
Distance
VD and RSD
VD and RSD
Pitch=30°,0°,30°

10 m
20 m
30 m
40 m
50 m

0.152**
0.182**
0.130**
0.112**
0.076*

0.122**
0.121**
0.068*
0.044
0.010

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Challenges in Spatial Data Science

he science of data is not new to us. However, it is not until these past several years that we
witness a significant emergence of data science in both academia and industry, thanks to the
ubiquitous sensors and powerful computational capacities. It is, therefore, unsurprising that
geographers start to join the data science troop with goals of applying newly developed technologies
and methods to address geospatial problems, as well as contributing our spatiotemporal thinking and
knowledge to the community. Artificial intelligence (AI), which is the most popular topic in data
science, is a good example. We see a dramatic increase of papers, workshops and proposals
discussing geographic artificial intelligence (GeoAI) in the past five years. However, as Dr. Goodchild
and many other geographers concerned at AAG 2019, we still lack of “compelling examples” and
a ”deeper understanding” of how we should appropriately interact with this new trend of science.
Spatial is special[1], but questions such as what types of spatial information are useful in the big data
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era, how to intellectually leverage them into new models, and how to interpret the results thus
making appropriate decisions are still open to be answered in spatial data science.
This statement attempts to emphasize some of these challenges and propose my insights and
solutions to address them. Before I delve into these challenges, I briefly discuss about my
understanding of the history of spatial data science. History is essential as it helps us inspect which
stage we are currently at, and reflect on where we should go next.

Spatial Data Science: When GIScience meets Big Data
Around the 1960s, geographers started to extensively store, retrieve, model and visualize geospatial
phenomena using computers. Many computational models and statistical methods were developed
since then, which significantly contributed to the growth of geographic information science
(GIScience). With about 50 years’ development, GIScience has become a multidisciplinary field in
science, and since the 2010s, research on traditional computational models and spatial statistics
tended to retard; instead, we saw a trend of analyzing geospatial phenomena in a big data fashion[3],
in which numerous new techniques, such as convolutional neural networks, word2vec, and generative
adversarial network, were greatly emphasized. This is probably the reason why we are inclined to
use ”spatial data science” more frequently nowadays compared with traditional ”geographic
information science.” In such a big data era, the problems are not only ”geographic” but also ”spatial”
in a broader sense. Meanwhile, we are now able to collect richer but more noisy and heterogeneous
geospatial ”data,” while traditional spatial statistics and models were mainly designed for sampled but
homogeneous ”information.” This fundamental change affords us opportunities to address geospatial
problems using new methods, but also brings new challenges.

Challenges
It is admitted that many existing data science models could be directly applied in a geospatial context,
such as using convolutional neural network to classify remotely sensed images. However, geospatial
problems are far more complex than just classification, which is a lower-order scientific task. Spatial
prediction, for instance, is in significant demands in spatial data science but receives less attention in
the new models. On the other hand, geospatial data is fundamentally more complicated than
nonspatial data, but most data science models are designed without explicit consideration of spatial
heterogeneity and spatial dependency. In addition to the few efforts of simply incorporating distance
into existing models, I think it is time for us to revisit the fundamental principles of spatiotemporal
data in a new context (i.e., the big data era and AI). For instances, what information make neural
networks spatially and temporarily explicit? Is it necessary, and how, to model spatial interactions
beyond pairs[5]? What is the role of directional information (anisotropicity) in spatial analysis[4]?
Furthermore, uncertainty analysis is a tradition in GIScience. In fact, most of the developed spatial
statistical models are capable of providing uncertainty analysis, as they are all based on classic
probabilistic distributions and/or Bayesian theory. In modern data science, however, many popular
models (e.g., deep neural network) are designed as point-based estimation and prediction (i.e., one
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set of weights for all). This works fine for simple cat-and-dog classification, but becomes problematic
when studying geographic phenomena that are far more complicated and sensitive to outliers (e.g.,
weather prediction). Therefore, as spatial data scientists, we have to leverage spatial uncertainty into
these new computational models in order to accommodate our unique research questions.
Last but not least, I highly value the effort of promoting interpretability and reproducibility in spatial
data science[2]. Since data are becoming larger and models are becoming more complicated, it is often
difficult to interpret and reproduce experiments, which impedes the development of spatial data
science. Consequently, to have widely agreed geospatial problems and an open source data platform
are necessary to advance spatial data science, which is a challenge though mainly due to ethical issues.
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